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Theclinae of Rondtinia, Brazil: Strymon Hiibner, 
with descriptions of new species (Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae) 
George T. Austin 
Nevada Sta te  Museum ancl I-Iist,orical Society, 
700 Twin Lakes Drive, Las Vegas, Nevada 89107 
a11 d 
Kurt Johnson 
Department of Entomology, American Museum of Natural History, 
Central Park West a t  79th Street ,  New York, New York 10024 
Abstract: Twenty-two species of Strytrlorl are linown from the vicinity o f  CacaulAndia in  RondBllia, Brazil, of  which 14 
are uew species. These belong to 5 species groups: the "orenla" group [Strytrlotl trlegctrus (Ootlart)]; the "zibd' group [Stryrrtorl 
zibu (Hewitson), Stryrtlorl thu,liu (Hewitson), Stryrrtorz splrlutus new species, Strytrlorl latc~rrlacrrlus new species, Strynlorl 
pallidulr~s new species, Stryttlorl tltol~rs new species]; "ualer~tirlci' group [Stryrrtorl rotu~t~durtt new species]; "crossora" group 
[Stryrrlorl crossoea (Hewitson), Stryrtlorl crarr~busa (FIewitson), Strytr~orz gerrrtat~u new species, Stry~rtotr tlouusigrlurrt new 
species, Stryrr~or~ clauus new species, Stryntorl irrlplexu,~ new species, Stryrtton itrtrtirutrl new species, Stryttzorl irlcatlus new 
species, Strynlorl faurzaliu (I-Iewitson), Strytr101~ l~alos new species, Stryntort cor~spergus new species, Stryrrlorl bcjzochii 
(Godart), Stryrt~or~ diagor~alis new species]; and "etrryt~~,lt~,s" group [Stryrrlorl 6116astr1~s (Stall)]. Tentative subgroups of species 
are suggested for the "crossoea" group as they occur in RondBnia. A neotype is designated for Ttttolu,s basilides and the name 
synonymized with Stryrnor~ nlegarus. The "Itusilides" group of  Johnson rt (11. (1900) is renamed the "ziba" group. Based on 
lectotype designatiolls and superficial antl genital differences, S. zibu ancl S .  thulicr are elevated to specific status. 
Iiey words: Brazil, hairstreaks, Lepidoptera, Lycaenitlne, Stryrrlorl, Theclinae, tropical 
Introduction 
This continues a series of papers on the Thecli- 
nae &epidoptera: Lycaeniclae) from the  vicinity of 
Cacauliindia in central Rond6nia, Brazil (Austin 
and  Johnson 1995, 1996). This region is partially 
disturbed typical lowland tropical rainforest wit,h a 
&ikingly seasonal climate (Austin and  Johnson 
1995, Austin et al., ms) where about 4000 h a  have 
been studied since 1989 (Emmel 1989, Emmel and 
Aust,in 1990). The butterfly fauna of over 1700 
recorded species (Austin et al. ,  ms) is the richest 
known. In this paper we discuss the genus Strylrlolb 
Hiibner. 
This investigation reemphasizes the importance 
of carefulstudy oflarge local samples in elaborating 
the diversity of Neotropical faunas of Eumaeini. 
Central Rond6nia is particularly rich in  Stryrrlol~ 
species, well above tha t  known for other local 
Neotropical regions which represent a range of 
areas sampled and ecological and  topographical 
diversity. 
Methods and Materials 
bia (LeCrom and Johnson 1997). This new species 
group scheme, defined here by combinations of 
wing and  genit,alic characters of both sexes, has  
been badly needed to embrace the increased tliver- 
sity now recognized in Stryrrioi~ and  can serve a s  a 
baseline for consistency in future studies of the 
genus. Johnson ancl Icroenlein (1993) have referred 
to the entire worltlwidr monophyletic group, of 
which Stryr)ior~ is a part ,  a s  the infratribe "Stry- 
monina", and  we will use this term in discussion a s  
appropriate. Consistent with the above studies, we 
use DFWJDHW andVFWM-IW for dorsal fore- and  
hindwing and ventral fore- and  hindwing, respec- 
tively. For well known species, we incorporate 
ranges of FW length from the larger samples treat- 
ed by Johnson el al. (1990). We refer to t,he usually 
prominent cluster of androconial (= pheromonal) 
scales on the male DFW of some Stryrriol~ species a s  
the "brand" consistent with long-term common 
usage antl Eliot (1973). Numbers associated with 
types and  other specimens refer to genitalia vial 
numbers. Tvue localities a r e  considered to be the " 
locality of capture of the holotype. 
Wing characters of Strylrlor~ a re  extremely di- 
We treat previously described and  new species vergent. In fact, Johnson and  ICroenlein (1993) 
using species groups after those erected called special attention to species tha t  would not be 
by Johnson et al. (1990) a n d  conforming to those in readily associated with the genus escep t by genita- 
a fort,hcoming treatment  of the  StrynLolb of Colom- lia. Dorsal surfaces range from brightly iridescent 
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blue to concolorous gray or brown, brands on males 
occur differently, ancl ventral wing markings in- 
clude lineate and spotted bands as  well as cryptic 
patterns. Thus, genitalia are  particularly impor- 
tant  in recognizing and distinguishing members of 
the genus. In the taxonomic entries, the phrase 
"typical of the genus" refers to the genital habitus 
of Stryrnor~ describedin Johnson et al. (1990,1992a) 
ancl Johnson and Salazar E. (1993). We have found 
the female genitalia of Stryrrror~ to be particularly 
diagnostic in defining species groups and often to 
have the most useful characters for distinguishing 
taxa. The form of the ductus bursae and its juncture 
with the corpus bursae are especially instructive. 
Although most groups of Theclinae have a relative- 
ly straight ductal tube, the ductus bursae of all 
examined Stryrnor~ exhibits some modification to- 
warcls its anterior end. We describe and categorize 
the several configurations of the ductus bursae of 
the Stryrr~or~ treated here to standarclize descrip- 
tion and facilitate discussion of these structures as 
fol1ows: 
1) deflexed (Figs. 51-56; also Figs. 14, 15 in 
Johnson et a,l. 1990): The ductus bursae curves 
slightly to moderately ventrad and then clorsacl 
before the cervix bursae. On many such species, the 
cluctus is  also twisted (up to a half turn) a t  or near 
the deflexion. All species examined with a deflexed 
ductus bursae also have a prominently sclerot,izecl 
hood-like structure a t  the cervix bursae. 
2) sigmoidal (Figs. 57-59; also Fig. 17 in Johnson 
et al.  1990): The ductus bursae is twisted with 
prominent curves both laterad and ventrad and 
appearing "S"-shaped in  both lateral and ventral 
views. 
3) horizontally looped (Figs. 60-66;. also Figs. 
16, 18 in Johnson et a,l. 1990): The ductus bursae is 
curved back on itselfin a horizontal plane parallel 
to the venter of the abdomen and appears as  a loop 
in ventral view and as an extreme sigmoidal in 
lateral view. 
4) vertically looped (Fig. 67; also Fig. 27 in 
Johnson et al. 1990): The ductus bursae is curved 
back on itselfin avertical plane parallel to the sides 
of the abdomen and appears as a loop in lateralview 
and as  a n  extreme sigmoidal in ventral view. 
Ot,her useful characters of the female genitalia 
include modification of the cervix bursae, modifica- 
tion of the caudal end on the corpus bursae, and the 
shape of the lamellae, especially in ventral view. 
These characters have shown particular utrility in 
differentiating Stryrrtor~ species which show either 
complex orbiculate wing patterns (as in some of the 
members of the "crossoea" group which morphology 
shows to be far more diverse than anticipated) or 
peculiar ventral wing patt,erns (as shown by S .  
ba,zocirii or S .  cra,rrrOusn which might be of unclear 
phylogenetic affinity without reference to morphol- 
ogy). 
Male genitalia of Stryrr~,ort, are  characterized by 
their long and narrowly tapered valvae, but do not 
usually show obvious differentiating features as  
seen on the genitalia of females. Such features as 
length and robustness of the valvae; orientation, 
length, and shape of the saccus; shape of the vincu- 
lum; and length and shape of the aedeagus are 
useful characters. These are  often difficult to inter- 
pret without comparative material. In the present 
paper, consistent with cited prior t,reatment;s of 
Str.yrrbor~, male genitalia are illustrated both ven- 
trally and laterally. The ventral view assesses 
overall genital symmetry (which varies between 
Stryrrror~ species groups) along with valval shape 
(which is clistinctly sculptured in some groups). The 
lateral view emphasizes differences in dorsal shape 
of thevinculum where brush organs attach in many 
species. Since characters of females are  more obvi- 
ous than those of males and more useful in distin- 
guishing species, this sex is designated as  the 
holotype of new species in many instances. 
Males and females of a species were associated 
largely by the near identity of their ventral pat- 
terns. Due to the many superficially similar species 
of Stryrrt,ort, encountered, this method, however, 
may not be infallable. Whenever there was doubt 
on the correct ass~ciat~ion f the sexes, we usedonly 
one sex as types to avoid potential future taxonomic 
problems. In these cases, specimens of the pre- 
sumed opposite sex are listed as adclitional materi- 
al. Collect,ions of pairs in copula and rearing series 
from individual females will eventually allow un- 
equivocal association of males and females. 
In our stucly of the Stryrrror~ of Iiondbnia, we 
have been further guided by results of a companion 
study by us involving elaboration of all new Neotro- 
pica1 Stryriror~ species noted in collections surveyed 
or supplied by other curators or field workers. This 
parallel effort has  pruvided signzicant insight into 
the consistency of characters among various as- 
semblages of Stryrrlo~~ and the geographic distribu- 
tions of such characters. I t  has  also given us  confi- 
dence in the validity of describing as  species enti- 
ties which, despite appearing similar in a general 
array of superficial characters, exhibit distinctive 
genitalia in both sexes, unique secondary sexual 
characters, andconsistently occurring unique char- 
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acters among various details of the dorsal and 
ventral wingpatterns. I n  this  regard, we are partic- 
ularly grateful to workers who have called our 
attention to biological data paralleling such distinc- 
tions. Such biological distinctions lead us  to believe 
tha t  it is more likely t h a n  not t ha t  entities so 
defined will prove, i n  the long run ,  to represent 
reproductively distinct species. 
Voucher specimens from this  study are to be 
deposited a s  follows: primary types and other spec- 
imens - Departamento de Zoologia, Universidade 
Federa l  do  Pa ranh ,  Curi t iba,  Brazi l  (UFPC); 
paratypes and  other material - American Muse- 
um of Natural History (AMNH), The Natural His- 
tory Museum (London) (NHM), and the Nevada 
State Museum (NSM). 
Strymon Hiibner 
Stry7no7~ is one of the  largest of the Eumaeini 
genera, with some 50 Neotropical species critically 
examined and now associated (Schwartz and Miller 
1985, Johnson and Matusik 1988, Johnson et al. 
1990, Smith et al. 1991, Johnson and Salazar E. 
1993, Johnson and Kroenlein 1993). Fortunately 
for the purposes of the present paper, much of the 
type material for Neotropical S t r y ~ n o n  and the 
closely allied E i s e l i a ~ ~ a  Ajmat de Toledo and Heoda 
Johnson, Miller, and  Herrera has  been reviewed 
(Johnson et al.  1990, 1992a, 199213; Johnson and 
Salazar E. 1993; Johnson and Kroenlein 1993, and 
studies i n  progress involving the  present authors). 
Twenty-two species of Stry7non were encountered 
i n  central RondBnia of which fourteen represented 
undescribed species. Herein, we review this fauna 
and describe the new taxa. 
Tmolus basilides and associated taxa 
The identity of T7nolus basilides Geyer [1837] 
has  been a long-standing nemesis to students of 
Neotropical Eumaeini. The type is not known to be 
extant,  and  the original editions of Hubner's 1832- 
1837 "Zutrage zur Sammlunge exotischer Schmet- 
terlinge" (in which the description attributed to 
Geyer appears, with a hand-colored illustration) 
are difficult to locate. Johnson et al. (1990) pointed 
out t ha t  a diverse assemblage of phenotypes had 
been included with the name. They attempted to 
resolve this  with the identification of a species from 
Argentina with a hooded cervix bursae a s  T ~ n o l u s  
basilides and defined a species group with similar 
morphology a s  the "basilides" group. Our studies 
indicated tha t  this was incorrect and  only further 
complicated the confusion. This issue needs to be 
addressed once again in  conjunction with our stud- 
ies of S t r y ~ n o n  from RondBnia. Through the courte- 
sy of ra re  book archivists a t  the  AMNH library, we 
were able to examine a n  original edition of Geyer 
[I8371 including a n  original hand-colored plate of 
T .  basilides and compare this to type specimens of 
two putative synonyms (Bridges 1988): Thecla ziba 
Hewitson 1868 and Thecla thul ia  Hewitson 1868. 
Our resolution of this problem, based upon designa- 
tion of a neotype for T. basilides and lectotypes of T. 
ziba and T .  thul ia  follows below i n  our discussions 
of the "oreala" and "ziba" groups of S t r y m o l ~ .  
"oreala" group 
Strymon megarus (Godart) 
Fig. 1 
Polyommatus megarus Godart [1824]. 
Tmolus basilides Geyer [1837], new synonymy, neotype 
designated below. 
Strymo~? megarus: Johnson et al. 1990. 
Diagnosis. Wings. Mediumin size (11-14.5 mm); 
male dorsum black with prominent bright blue 
basad on FW and on posterior half of HW; FW with 
relatively prominent black brand; HW with 2 tails; 
female gray without blue; venter of both sexes t a n  
with prominent postmedian and postbasal orbicu- 
lar macules on HW. Morphology. Male and  female 
genitalia illustrated by Johnson et al. (1990); fe- 
male distinguished from superficially similar "ziba" 
group species by the vertically looped ductus bur- 
sae without cervical hood. 
Remarks. Characters and Affinities. This spe- 
cies was discussed and illustrated by Johnson et al. 
(1990). This i s  the only relatively large species of 
Stry7nol~ encountered in  central RondBnia with 
prominent blue on both the DFW and DHW. The 
single male known from the area is virtually iden- 
tical to t ha t  illustrated by Johnson et al. (1990). The 
female, without blue, superficially resembles fe- 
males of the following "ziba" group, but  is recogniz- 
able by the looped ductus bursae and lack of a 
hooded cervix bursae. Types. Type information for 
S .  megarus was presented by Johnson et al.  (1990) 
and Johnson (1991), but, a s  noted above, the  iden- 
tity of T7nolus basilides had historically remained 
unresolved. The type of T. basilides (and indeed 
much of the material representing Geyer's smaller 
butterfly taxa) is considered lost (Miller and  Brown 
1981, P .  Ackery, ~ T L  litt. to the present authors, 
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1995). Determination of the identity of T. basilides 
and designation of a neotype is crucial to Stryrriol~ 
taxonomy for a t  least three reasons: (1) previous 
views of i t  have proven incorrect vis-a-vis its orig- 
inal clescription, (2) a number of superficially sim- 
ilar phenotypes have historically been associated 
with the name,  and  (3) these p h e n o t y ~ e s  actually 
represent a number of distinctive species each 
requiring either proper association with historical 
names o r  descriptions as new species. Johnson et al. 
(1990) considered T.  ba,silides to be one of the 
species with a deflexed cluctus bursae and a hooded 
cervis bursae, including one such phenotype from 
Argentina. Examination of the figures of T. ba.sil- 
ides accompanying its original description (which 
illustrated a male) indicated a n  insect virtually 
iclentical with Strylrrol~ Iriegarus. Specimens match- 
ing this phenotype were found among the holdings 
of the American Museum of Natural  I-listory ancl 
the genitalia of both sexes a re  a s  shown for S. 
megaQru,s by Johnson et al. (1990). We thus  desig- 
nate a male in the  collection of the American 
Museum of Natural Ilistory a s  the neotype of T ~ n o -  
lus basilides Geyer [1837]. This specimen has  the 
following labels: "Rolandia, IV 48" [Brazil: ParanB; 
Rolandia, coll. Mahler]. An appropriate label will be 
genit,alia. Thus those s ~ e c i m e n s  a re  not of the 
"ziba" g r o u ~  (see below), but  of the "oreala," or other 
species group. The sl~ecies considerecl to be S. 
basilides by Johnson et a,l. (1990) is obviously not of 
this concept, but  was a n  undescribed species of the 
"ziba" group. In the interest of resolving a s  cluickly 
a s  possible matters involving the misidentification 
of Stryln.01~ ba.silides, this problem pertaining to the 
Argentinefauna is being treated simultaneously by 
Johnson et a,l. (in press). 
I'reviously in common usage, the name T. bas- 
silides was widely usecl for any  entity wit,h both 
sexes gray or  gray-brown above and with macules 
occurring across the postbasal a rea  of the ventral 
hindwing. This generalization not only led to a 
number of species (of bot,h the "xibal' and  the "ore- 
a.lal' groups) being misiclentified a s  T. basilides but  
apparently accounts for t,hefrequent misspelling of 
this latter name a s  "basa.lides" (as in "postbasa.l" 
[emphasis ours])(Bridges 1988, see also comments 
by Robbins and  Aiello 1982). 
Distribution in study area. A single male 
(GTA #5853) was taken on 18 September 1994 a t  
Linha C-10. 5 km S of Cacaulhndia. 
'Sziba" group 
aclded to its pin. T~nolu,s bcl.si1ide.s Geyer [I8371 
Our  studies showed tha t  T~riolus basilides thus  falls into synonymy with S.  rnegcr.ru,s. Hewitson 18G8, does not refer to a species with a The name Strylr1,on ba,silides h a s  been used in hooded cervis bursae (see above under "oreala" numerous regional works (e.g., Lamas 1983, de la  group). The "basilides" groul) of Johnson et al. 
Maza et al. 1989, Johnson et al. 1990, Emmel and (1990) is t,herefore renamed here as the "xiba" Austin 1990, and  numerous others). These designa- group after the apparently first named species with 
tions must  be viewed as suspect until specimens a hooded cervix bursae; this character readily dis- 
upon which the  determinations were based are  tinguishes the  group. The species of this group lack critically examined. Any one or  more of a number of dorsal structural color, but  their ventral  wing pat-  
sul)erficially similar (or dissimilar) s p c i e s  may tern resembles tha t  of the "oreala" group. have been involved. Similarly, the identifications of 
those butterflies feeding a s  larvae on various mono- 
cots (e.g., Robbins a n d  Aiello 1982 and several Strymon ziba (Hewitson), revised status 
citations therein) remain unknown. Robbins and  Figs. 2, :3, 38, 5 1 
h e l l o  (1982) recognized the existence of sibling 
species of S .  "basilides" and their material from Thecln ziba Hewitson 1868. TL: unknown; lectotype fe- 
I'anama was attributed t,o a species "clearly" with 111ale in NHM designated here, labeled "Hewitson 
"a close relationsh'ip with rrielirius Hbn." based on Coll. / 79-69 / Thecia ziba 4.", "ziba", "thulia", "R. 
behavior and  genital morphology of both sexes. 1953/N.H.B./1076","Type","B.M.TYPE/No.Rh. 
This indicates a species having a looped or sigmoi- 1028." 
clal ductus bursae and  no "hoocl" on the  female 
Figs. 1-12 (facing page). Stryrrzorb "oreala" and Stryrr~orl"zi6a" groups. All fromBrazi1: Rondania; vicinity of  CacaulSndia, dorsal 
surface on left  and ventral surface on right. Fig. 1. Stryrrlor~ nlegarus, male, 18 Sept. 1994; Fig. 2. Stryrr~orz &bu, male, 20 Nov. 1995; Fig. 
3. S.  ziba, fenale,  25 Apr. 1995; Fig. 4. Stryrrlor~ thc~lia, female, 1G Nov. 1991; Fig. 5.  Stryrrlorasj)ir~atus, male, 17 Apr. 1995; Fig. G .  Stryrr~or~ 
sptt~at~rs,  holotypefemale; Fig. 7 .  Stryrr~or~latan~nc~~lus, male, 1 May 1995; Fig.8. Stryrrcorl latartlacr~lc~~s, holotypefemale; Fig. 9. Strynlor~ 
p a l l i d ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ s ,  male, 15 Nov. 1991; Fig. 10. Stryn~o~~pcjlllrlrsbrts, holotypefemnle; Fig. 11. Strynlor~ tholus, male, 3 Mar. 1994; Fig. 12. Stryrrlor~ 
tholus, holotype female. 
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Diagnosis. Wings. Medium in size (male FW 
length = 12.9 mm [11.6-13.7, N = 41, female FW 
length = 14.0 mm [13.0-15.8, N = 71, sample from 
RondBnia, Brazil, FW length of lectotype = 15 mm) 
with 2 HW tails a n d  little sexual dimorphism asicle 
from size and  absence of brand on female (females 
with broacler and more rounded wings than males). 
Wing upper surface dark  gray on both sexes, male 
FW with large black (2.5 mm) oblong brand. HW 
with small (male) or medium-sized (female) orange 
"t,hecla-spot". Ventral surface meclium gray-tan, 
crossed on I-IW with postbasal a n d  postmedian 
series of orange orb-like macules: very similar to 
other species of "ziba" group, ventral  ground color 
somewhat darker with VHW submarginal pale 
macules distinctly contrasting, best distinguishect 
by female genitalia (see below). Morphology. Male 
genital capsule slender, angled; saccus broad; val- 
vae short; aedeagus stout,  relatively short;  female 
genitalia with slender and  twisted cluctus bursae 
cleilexed before robust hood a t  cervix bursae. 
Description. Male. F\V termen slightly con- 
vex; dorsal color dark gray; FW uniform except for 
large (2.5 rnm), oblong, and  prominent black brand; 
HW with small "thecla-spot" crescent-shaped dull 
orange macule over vague black macule; vague 
blue-white submarginal macules in M, and/or M, 
ancl CuA,; anal  angle red-brown margined proxi- 
mad with white; white marginal line from M, or 
(::uA, to 2A; tail a t  CuA, very long, tha t  a t  CuA, 
much shorter. venter  gray-tan; FW withvery vague- 
ly darker marginal and somewhat more prominent 
submarginal macules, la t ter  vaguely edged proxi- 
mad and distad with white; postmedian band tri- 
partite (white distad, black, orange; orange a s  
broad a s  whit,e and  black combined), extending to 
CuA, a s  variously offset bars; vague (or absent) 
chevron-shaped mark in CuA,; I-IW with similarly- 
coloredpost,median bancl, orange redder, anterior 4 
macules orb-like, first especially broad, more or  
less in straight line, postmedian line becoming 
irregular posteriorly; "thecla-spot" bright retl-or- 
ange with triangular black pupil, red-orange mar-  
gined proximad with orange; anal  angle recl-or- 
ange clivided by white slash, margin with relatively 
large black circular macule; submargin with mac- 
ules vaguely darker  than ground color outlined 
proximad and distad with whitre; postbasal orbs 
near  base of Sc+R, and  in mid discal cell (occasion- 
ally doubled), black with vague deep red-orange 
distad and nearly completely encircled with white. 
Female. Similar to male, no brand, somewhat paler 
gray, bright orange "thecla-spot" larger, wings 
broader and  more rounded; venter  slightly paler 
gray, markings similar. Male Genitalia. Overall 
genital capsule relatively slender for genus, gradu- 
ally expanding caudad from broad parabolic saccus 
of moderate length; vinculum angled a s  typical of 
"ziba" group; valvae relatively short ancl slender 
with ellipitical bilobes and  thinly tapered, some- 
what  inwardly recurvate caudal extensions only 
slightly longer t han  bilobes, aedeagus short  (only 
about 20% longer than genital capsule), stouter 
than  usually seen in other groups of Stryrnor~, 
caecum archecl and  comprising nearly 113 aedeagus 
length, shaft s t raight  with robust cornuti in termi- 
nal 114. Female Genitalia. Duct,us bursae motler- 
ately deflexed, rather  robust caudad, very thin a t  
deflexion, tubular, and  elongate, prominently twist- 
ed (ca. 90") before recurvate cephalad after which 
joining centro-ventral surface of robust sclerotized 
hood, hood exceeding 113 length of rest of genital 
capsule, broadest cephalad, narrowing gradually 
caudad before curving ventrad to narrow caudal 
projection, lamellae prominent, ellipitical, pointed 
caudacl, and separated by wide central fissure; 
corpus bursae bulbous with pair of moderately- 
sized signa typical of genus; apophysis papillae 
anales elongate, extending anteriorly to beyond 
mid-point of cervix bursae hood. 
Remarks.  Characters and  Affinities. Tibeela 
ziba has  either been considered synonymous with 
S. busilides (e.g., Britlges 1988) or a s  a name in 
common usage for several phenotypes of gray Neo- 
tropical St,rynrorl, with red orbicular ventral mac- 
ules (e.g., Lamas et al. 1991). As discussed fully 
above (under ,S. rnwgarus), S. basilides refers to a 
phenotype with dorsal blue and  a cervix bursae 
without a hood. The  S. basilides of Johnson et a,l. 
(1900) is not Trr~,olus ba,silides I-iewitson, but  refers 
to a species of the "zibd' group with a hooded female 
cervix bursae. Types. Material from RondBnia (upon 
Figs. 13-26 (facing page). Stryrnort "valerltitro" and Stryrrlorl "wossora" groups. All from Brazil: Rondbnia; vicinity of Cacaultinclia, 
dorsal surface on left and ventral surface on right. Fig. 13. Stryrnorl roti~rtdi~rrt, ho1ot;yl)e female; Fig. 14. Strynlorl crossoea, male, 20 ( h t .  
1989; Fig. 15. Strynlor~ crossoea, female, 27 (:kt. 1990; Fig. IF. S t r y ~ r ~ o r t c r ~ ~ r r t b i ~ ~ a ,  male, 3 Nov. 1989; Fig. 17. Stryrrlortgerrrtar~n, holotype 
female; Fig. 18. Stryrrlorl I ~ O U U S ~ ~ I L ~ L I I L ,  male, 5 (Ifct. 1994; Fig. 19. Stryrrlotl rtovusigr~ir.rtt, holotype feinale; Fig. 20. Stryrrtorl clavc~.s, male, 
22 Nov. 1991; Fig. 21. Stryrrtorl clauc~s, holotype female; Fig. 22. Stryrrtort i r n ~ ~ l r r i ~ s ,  male, 31 Aug. 1993; Fig. 23. Stryrrtor~ irrlplr.~ii~s, 
holotype female; Fig. 24. Stryrrlon irlrrtirur,t, male, 5 Aug. 1993; Fig. 25. Stryrrlorl irt/nirc~rrt, holotype female; Fig. 26. Stryrr~ort irlrarlu,~, 
holotype female. 
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which the  above detailed description is basecl) is 
virtually identical in wing characters (photograph 
examined) a n d  genitalic characters (slide exam- 
inecl) with the type of TIlecla ziba. The  above 
designated lectotype in  the NHM has  the following 
additional label added: Lectotype / Tl~ecla ziba 
I-Iewitson / clesignated by / Austin and  Johnson 
1995. 
Distribution in study area. This is one of the 
commoner species of Strylrlol~ in the vicinity of 
(:acaul$ndia, with recorcls from April, May, and  
early July to late November (GTA #4982, 5054, 
5055, 5057-5061, 5064, 5236, 5997-5999, 621 1). 
Strymon th.ulia (Hewitson), revised status 
Figs. 4, 39, 52 
Thecla thulia Hewitson 1868. TL: Amazons: lectotype 
female in NHM designated here, labeled "Godman- 
Salvin / Coll. 19 12-23 / B.C.A. Lep. Rhop. / Thecla / 
basilides / Geyer", "Amazons 1 H. W. Bates", "ziba", 
"R 1953 / N. H. B. / 1078", "B.M. TYPE / No. Rh. 
1078", "Type", "B". 
Diagnosis. Wings. Medium in size (female FW 
length = 12.7 mm; male FW length = 14.5 mm, 
sample from Ecuador; FW length of lectotype fe- 
male = 13.5 mm) and  prominently tailed; similar to 
other "zibd' group species; dorsal ground dark 
gray; male FW with prominent, large black brand; 
HW with small "thecla-spot", orange over vague 
black macule; vague blue-white submarginal mac- 
ules on either side of "thecla-spot"; ventral grouncl 
gray-tan; wings with tripartite postmedian lines, 
t ha t  on FW as  quadrate macules, tha t  .on HW as  
broad, subquadrate macules anteriorly; 2-4 post- 
basal orange macules. The  anterior macules on the 
VHW are  more prominent and  orbicular on S. ziba,. 
Overall wing pat tern on S. tF~ulin might be con- 
fused with tha t  of t he  Argentine endemic Stryrr~on 
diagu,ita (Hayward) from black ancl white photo- 
graphs or by those unfamiliar with the  latter first- 
hand.  The  taxa are  easily distinguished by the 
genitaliaand S. diaguitaisventrally of a f a r  "brown- 
er" habitus than  any of i t s  northern congeners (see 
Remarks). Morphology. Genital capsule of male 
rather  robust, vinculum strongly angled in ventral 
and lateral views, saccus short  and  broad, valvae 
relatively short  for "ziba" group, but  broad in later- 
al view; female genitalia with hood less robust than 
on S ziba a n d  in horizontal plane, ductus bursae 
relatively short,  prominently twisted. The male is 
distinguished from S. ziba and  the superficially 
similar S. diag.uita by strongly angulate vinculum 
ancl short  valvae; females differ by more slender 
cluctus bursae and less robust cervix bursae. 
Description. Male. FW termen slightly con- 
vex; dorsal color dark gray; FW uniform except for 
large (2.6 mm) and prominent black brand; HW 
with small "thecla-spot," crescent-shaped orange 
macule over oval black macule; vague blue-white 
submarginal macules in M,, M,, and  CuA,; ana l  
angle red-orange; white marginal line from M, t,o 
2A; tail a t  CuA, very long, tha t  a t  CuA, much 
shorter. Venter gray-tan; FW with vaguely darker  
submarginal macules, these vaguely edged clistad 
and proximad with whitish; postmeclian band tri- 
partite (white distacl, black, orange; orange very 
broad), macules quadrate especially ant,eriorly, ex- 
tending to CuA, a s  offset bars; vague mark in CuA, 
anteriorly; HW with similarly-colored postmedian 
band, anterior 4 macules orb-like, first offset distacl, 
line irregular post,eriorly; "thecla-spot" small, red- 
orange andorange with oval black pupil; ana l  angle 
red-orange divided by white slash, margin with 
black circular macule; submargin with macules 
very vaguely darker than ground color outlined 
proximad (broadly) and  clistacl (narrowly) with whit- 
ish; postbasal orbs near  base of Sc+R,, mid cliscalcell 
(doubled), ancl base of CuA, forming curved line, 
orange with some marginal black and encircled 
vaguely with white. Female. Similar to male, no 
brand, slightly paler gray, wings broader ancl more 
rountled; venter a s  on male, postbasal macules only 
a t  costa and  one in discal cell. Male Genitalia. 
Overall genital capsule relatively broad; vinculum 
strongly angled in both ventral and  lateral views; 
saccus short  and broad, nearly symmetrical; valvae 
broad laterad, relat,ively short and  slender with 
ellipi tical bilobes ancl thinly tapered caudal exten- 
sions about same length of bilobes in ventral  view; 
aedeagus stout, of medium length (about 1 . 4 ~  gen- 
ital capsule length), caecum slightly arched and  
30% aedeagus length, shaft recurved a t  caudal end,  
robust cornuti in terminal 114. Female Genitalia. 
Ductus bursae prominently deflexed, ra ther  short  
and  slencler, prominently twisted (ca. 90") before 
deeply recurvate cephalad, joining centro-ventral 
surface of robust sclerotized hood; hood in horizon- 
tal plane, of about equal width throughout, narrow- 
ing abruptly caudad wit,h pointed and  upcurved 
caudal projection a t  attachment of ductus semina- 
lis; lamellae broader than ductus bursae, ellipitical, 
and  separated by narrow central fissure; corpus 
bursae bulbous with pair of moderately-sized signa 
typical of genus; apophysis papillae anales short,  
not extencling anteriorly to mid-point of hood. 
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Figs. 27-37. Stryrrlorb "crossoea" and Stryrr~ota "eurytu,lus" groups. All from Brazil: Ronc18nia; vicinity o f  Cacaultindia, dorsal surface 
onle f t  andventral surface on right. Fig. 27. StrYrraor~ f a u r ~ a l i ~ ,  male,  26 f:)ct. 1990: Fig. 28. Stryrrtor~ fu~~raalin,  female, 21 Oct. 1989; Fig. 
29. Strynlora halos, holotype male; Fig. 30. Stryrrlon I~alos, female, 12 Nov. 1991; Fig. 31. Stryrrzora corlspergus, holotype male; Fig. 32. 
Stryrrlora cortspergus, female, 15 July 1994; Fig. 33. Stryrr~or~ buzochii, male,  3 July 1994; Fig. 34. St'ryriaora bazochii, female, 4 Apr. 1993; 
Fig. 35. Stryrrtora diagor~alis, holotypemale; Fig. 36. Strynlon diugorlalis, female, 1G June 1994; Fig. 37. .?trynaora br~bastus, female, 2 Nov. 
1989. 
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Figs. 38-43. Male genitalia of Stryrrzor~ "liba" group including lateral view of genital capsule with valva detatched and aedeagus 
removed, ventral view of genital capsule with aedeagus removed, and lateral view of aedeagus. Fig. 38. Stryrrzor~liba, Brazil: Rondania 
(GTA#505'4); Fig. 39. Stryrrzora thulia, Ecuador, Pichincha (GTA#4799); Fig. 40. Stryrrzora spir~atr~s, Brazil: RondBnia (GTA#6001); Fig. 
41. Stryrt~ora latart~aculus, Brazil: RondBnia (GTA#G000); Fig. 42. Stryr~~orzpallid~~lus. Brazil: Rondbnia (GTA#G089); Fig. 43. Stryr~zorb 
tholus, Brazil: RondBnia (GTA #6002). 
Remarks.  Characters and Affinities. This spe- 
cies with quadrate postmedian macules on the FW 
is reminiscent, particularly in black and white 
photographs, of S. diaguita known from Argentina. 
The genitalia of both sexes, however, are very 
different (male of S. thulia with a prominently 
angled vinculum and short valvae, female with a 
twisted and slender ductus bursae). The junior 
author (who has  collected S, diaguita in numbers) 
would have not considered these species similar. 
The overall character of the ventral colors of S. 
diaguita is brown and, in more pallid or worn 
individuals, confusion might result with members 
of the temperate South American "ererriica" group 
of Stryrrior~ (Johnson et al. 1990) and not northern 
congeners. In north and central Argentina, S. 
diaguita is primarily found in warm temperate 
grasslands and adjacent disturbed areas andis  not 
generally associated with the scattered (and gener- 
ally more northern) tropical and subtropical habi- 
tats of that region. 
D ~ e c l a  thulia has languished in synonyniy 
with S. basilides (e.g., Briclges 1988) or, with the 
recognition that S. basilidesis blue, then S. ziba. S. 
tleulia is superficially similar to S. ziba with its 
gray dorsum and orbicular ventral markings. I t  
differs from S. ziba in its smaller size, more angu- 
lar (less rounded) wing shape, and finer and more 
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Figs. 44-50. Male genitalia of Strytt~otz "crossoeu" group includinglateral view of genital capsule with valva detatched and aedeagus 
removed, ventral view of genital capsule with aeileagus removed, <and lateral view of aedeagus. Fig. 44. Stryntott rlouusignurrz, Brazil: 
RolldBnia (GTA #5994); Fig. 45. Strytnotz clavus, Brazil: Itondirllia (GTA #GOOF); Fig. 46. Stryrttor~ itrlplexus, Brazil: Rondania (GTA 
#5991); Fig. 47. Stryntorl irtrrtirutrz, Brazil: Rondirnia (GTA#GO12); Fig. 48. Strytrtorz lcalos Brazil: RondBnia (GTA#4867, holotype); Fig. 
48. Strytnorz cotlspergus, Brazil: Rond8nia (GTA#GOlF, holotype); Fig. 50. Stryrr~otl diagot~alis, Brazil: ItondBnia (GTA#4991, paratype). 
quadrate postmehan ventral macules. The above has the following additional label added: Lectotype 
detailed description is based upon 2 males and a / 71~ecla tlru,lia Hewitson / designated by / Austin 
female from Ecuador: Pichincha Province. The and Johnson 1995. 
female is virtually identical in both wing charac- Distribution in study area. A female taken 
ters (photograph examined) and genitalic charac- a t  Fazenda Rancho G r a d e  on 16 November 1991 
ters (slide examined) of the lectotype of S. thulia,. lacks an abdomen, but superficially more closely 
Types. The above de~ignatedlectot~pe in the NHM resembles the type and other material of S. t l~u l ia  
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Figs. 51-56. Female genitalia of Stryrr~or~ "ziba" group including lateral view of genital capsule, lateral and ventral views of lamella 
and ductus bursae, and lateral view of papillae and apophysis. Fig. 51. Stryrr~or~ ziba, Brazil: RondBnia (GTA#5060); Fig. 52. Stryrr~or~ 
thulia, Ecuador: Pichincha (GTA #4800); Fig. 53. Stryn~or~ spinatus, Brazil: RondBnia (GTA #4089, holotype); Fig. 54. Stryrr~or~ 
latarnuculus, Brazil: RondBnia (GTA #505G, holotype); Fig. 55. Stryrnor~ pallidulus, Brazil: RondBnia (GTA #5272, holotype); Fig. 5G. 
Stryrr~or~ tlrolus, Brazil: RondBnia (GTA #5062, holotype). 
than any other known species and is so included sideofuthecla-spot";ventralgroundgray-tan; wings 
until additional material becomes available. with thin tripartite postmedian lines, that  on HW 
as orb-like macule costad; 3 blackish postbasal 
Strymon spinatus, new species macules with vague orange. Slightly larger in size 
Figs. 5, 6, 40, 53 than S, ziba and of that general phenotype; differs 
Diagnosis. Wings. Large in size (FW length from all known species of the 'kiba" group by the 
holotype female=15.5 mm, male FW length=14.0 very thin postmedian band macules of both wings 
mm) and prominently tailed; dorsal ground gray; with only the anteriormost macule of the HW orbic- 
male FW with prominent, large black brand; HW ular in shape. Morphology. Male genitalia sirnilar to 
prominent "thecla-spot", orange over black macule; otl~er "ziba" group species, differing by tlie caudal exten- 
vague blue-white submarginal macules on either sioils of tlie valvae being somewhat Inore serrate on their 
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Figs. 57-64. Female genitalia of Stryttlorl "valerztit~a" and Stryttlorz "crossoea" groups including lateral view of genital capsule, 
ventral view oflamella and ductus bursae, andlateral view ofpapillae andapophysis. Fig. 57. Stryttlotl robl~rld~~tt~,  Brazil: Rondbnia (GTA 
#4962, holotype); Fig. 58. Stryrr~orzgerrt~ar~a, Br zil: Rondbnia (GTA#4987, holotype); Fig. 59. Stryrrtotzcastri, Costa Rica: Limo11 Province 
(GTA#4996); Fig. 60. Stryrtlorz t~ouasigr~u.rr~, Brazil: Rondbnia (GTA#4869, paratype); Fig. 61. Strytrlorl clavus, Brazil: Rondbnia (GTA 
#4870, holotype); Fig. 62. Strytr~or~ itrzplexus, Brazil: Rondbnia (GTA#4084, holotype); Fig. 63. Strytr~or~ irltttiru,ttl, Brazil: Rondbnia (GTA 
#GG85, holotype); Fig. 64. Stryrt~orz irtcatl~s, Brazil: Rondbnia (GTA #4985, holotype). 
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Figs. 65-67. Female genitalia of Stryrnorl "crossoaa" group including lateral view o f  genital capsule, ventral view o f  lamella and 
ductus bursae, and lateral view of papillae and apophysis. Fig. 66. Stryrtlon Italos, Brazil: Ronc16nia (GTA#4868, paratype); Fig. GG. 
Stryrnort cor~spergus, Bolivia: Prov. Sud Yungas (GTA # 7181); Fig. 67. Stryrrlort diugorzalis, Brazil: Ronclallia (GTA #5255, paratype). 
outer edges. Female genitalia witl~ ductus bursae deflexed 
and a very robust hood before cervix bursae beyond which 
is a sclerotized, spinate plate on the dorsu~n of the corpus 
bursae, a character nearly unique in tl~e ge~ius (see Re- 
marks). 
Description. Male. As female (following), sin- 
gle example worn, but with less broadly rounded 
wings, large (3 mm) and prominent brand; narrow- 
er "thecla-spot". Female. Wings broad; FW termen 
slightly convex; dorsal color medium gray; FW 
uniform; HW with prominent "thecla-spot" cres- 
cen t-shaped orange macule over distinct black 
macule; vague blue-white submarginal macules in 
M,, M,, and  CuA,; anal  angle red-orange; white 
marginal line from M, to 2A; tail a t  CuA, very long, 
that  a t  CuA, much shorter. Venter gray-tan; FW 
with vaguely darker submarginal macules, these 
vaguely edged proximad and distad with white; 
postmedian band tripartite (white distad, black, 
orange; orange as broad as white and black com- 
bined), extending to CuA, as offset bars; HW with 
similarly-colored postmedian band, anterior mac- 
ule orb-like, line then thin as on FW becoming 
irregular posteriorly; "thecla-spot" orange with tri- 
angular black pupil; anal angle red-orange divided 
by white slash, margin with small black circular 
macule; submargin with macules vaguely darker 
than ground color outlined proximad and  distad 
with white; postbasal orbs near base of Sc+R, and in 
mid discal cell, black with vague deep red-orange 
and nearly completely encircled with white. Male 
Genitalia. Genital capsule slender as characteristic 
of "ziba" group; saccus relatively narrow, parabolic; 
vinculum angled, but somewhat less so than on S. 
ziba and S. thulia; valvae slender, somewhat elon- 
gate, bilobes ellipiticai, caudal extensions thin, 
tapered, serrate on outer edges; aedeagus rather 
long (about 1 . 5 ~  genital capsule length), caudal end 
slightly curved, caecum slightly arched, about 113 
aedeagus length, cornuti robust. Female Genitalia. 
Ductus bursae deflexed, robust, tubular, and elon- 
gate, prominently twisted (ca. 90") before recurvate 
cephalad after which joining centro-ventral surface 
of robust sclerotized hood, hoodexceechng 113 length 
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of rest of genital capsule, broadest cephalacl, nar -  
rowing graclually caudad before curvingventrad to 
narrow caudal projection, lamellae prominent, el- 
lipitical, pointed cauclad, ancl separated by wide 
central fissure; corpus bursae bulbous with pair of 
moderately-sized signa typical of genus, clorsal 
surface of bursae between cervix bursae and posi- 
tion of signa wit,h narrow, ribbed, sclerotizedplate, 
ribs extencling cephalad a s  short spines; apophysis 
papillae anales elongate, extending anteriorly to 
near  mid-point of cervix bursae hood. 
Type. I-Iolotype female, Brazil, IZond6nia, Lin- 
h a  10, 5 km S of Cacauliindia, 5 April 1994, legg. 0. 
Games (GTA#4989). Deposited a t  UFPC. Addition- 
al material, 1 male, same location a s  holotype, 17 
April 1905 (GTA #GO0 1). 
Remarks. Characters and  Affinities. Our  as- 
signment of S spimtus to the "xibd' group is based 
upon the clear affinities of the genitalia: the lack of 
a looped or sigmoiclal ductal configuration ancl 
presence of a hooclecl cervix bursae on the female. 
Also, a s  typical of t he  group (as the "basilides" 
group) defined by Johnson et al. (1 9?0), S si)i~~,atus 
lacks structural color and  shows, in the VIHW 
maculation, orb-like elements in the  postmeclian 
band and postbasally. The  female genitalia, while 
typical in overall form to members of the "ziba," 
group with a cleflexed ductus and a prominent 
hoocl, possesses a sclerotized spinate innovation a t  
the dorso-caudal surface of the corpus bursae not 
seen heretnfore in Slryrrio~~ except for a species of 
the "crossoed' group clescribed a s  new below. 
The species is similar to sympatric S. ziba. a n d  
S. tll,u,lia, but is immediately distinguished by the 
thin (except for the anteriormost macule) postme- 
dian line on the VHW. 
Etymology. The species is named for the  
spinate plate on the dorsum of the  corpus bursae. 
Strymon latamaculus, new species 
Figs. 7,  8, 41, 54 
Diagnosis. Wings. Large in size (holotype 
female FW length = 15.2 mm, paratype females = 
15.0, 15.6 mm; male FW length = 14.0, 14.7 mm) 
and prominently tailed; dorsal ground dark gray; 
male FW with prominent, large black brand; HW 
with relatively small "thecla-spot", orange over 
black macule; blue-white submarginal macules on 
either side of "thecla-spot"; ventral ground gray; 
wings with tripartitepostmedian lines, tha ton  HMT 
represented by orb-like macules anteriorly; 2 to 3 
blackish postbasal macules with vague orange. 
Similar to S. ziba,, S. th.u,lia., and S. spil~atu.~,  bu t  
larger than S. ziba and S. t,ll.n.lict; postmedian of 
both wings broader, anterior postmedian macules 
of I-JW particularly broacl and  richly colored. Mor- 
phology. Male genit,al c a ~ ~ s u l e  sl nder a s  typical of 
group, vinculum prominently angled in lateral 
view, valvae similar to S. xiba and  S. tlt,ulia, but  
bilobes more gradually narrowing to caudal exten- 
sions, aedeagus robust with sculptured caudal end. 
Female genitalia with ductus bursae strongly cle- 
flexed and  with a moderately robust hoocl before 
cervix bursae, hood similar to, but  more elongate 
than ,  t ha t  of S. ziba and ductus bursae more 
robust. 
Description. Male. FMT termen slightly con- 
ves;  dorsal color dark gray; FW unlform except for 
large (2.6 mm) black brand; HW with small "thecla- 
spot" crescent-shaped orange macule over black 
macule; faint  blue-white submarginal macules in 
M,, M,, M,, and  CuA,; anal angle red-orange mar-  
gined proximad with white; white marginal line 
from M, to 2A; tail a t  CuA, long, t ha t  a t  CuA, 
shorter. Venter pale gray-brown; FW with darker  
gray marginal (faint) and submarginal (more prom- 
inent) macules, latter vaguely edgecl proximad 
with white; postmedian band macular,  tripartite 
(white distad, black, red-brown; red-brown broader 
than white and black combineel), extending to CuA,; 
IHW wit,h similarly-colored postmedian band, ante-  
rior 4 macules orb-like, more or less in s traight  line, 
these also margined proximad with black and white, 
line becoming narrow and irregular posteriorly; 
"thecla-spot," red-orange with triangular black pu- 
pil, red-orange marginecl proximacl with yellow- 
orange; anal  angle red-orange distad divicled by 
white slash from yellow-orange proximad, margin 
with black circular macule; submargin with mac- 
ules clarker gray than ground color vaguely out- 
lined proximad and  distad with white; postbasal 
orbs near  base of Sc+R, and  mid discal cell of same 
color a s  postmedian orbs. Female. Similar to male; 
wings more rounded; no brand; "thecla-spot" larg- 
er ;  whitish submarginal macules somewhat more 
prominent; venter slightly paler and  grayer; 2 
specimens with chevron-shaped macule in FW cell 
CuA,; orb near  base of Sc+R, cloubled on one spec- 
imen. Male Genitalia. Genital capsule slender; 
saccus triangular gradually expanding to vincu- 
lum; vinculum not proni . ;~ently angled in ventral 
view, but  prominently so in lateral view; valvae 
relatively short with ellipitical bilobes, narrowing 
graclually to tapered caudal extensions; aedeagus 
robust (about 1 . 4 ~  genital capsule length), shaft  
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curved especially caudad to sculptured terminus, 
caecum slightly arched, 29% of aedeagus length, 
cornuti robust. Female Genitalia. Ductus bursae 
cleflexed, rather robust, tubular, and elongate, 
slightly twisted before recurvate cephalad after 
which joining centro-ventral surface of robust scle- 
rotized hood, hood exceeding 113 length of rest of 
genital capsule, broad throughout, narrowing 
caudad before narrow caudal projection, lamellae 
prominent, elongate, rectangular, and separated 
by central fissure; corpus bursae bulbous with pair 
of moderately-sized signa typical of genus; apophy- 
sis papillae analesvery elongate, extending anteri- 
orly well beyond mid point of cervix bursae hoocl. 
Types. I-Iolotyye female, Brazil, Rond6niaJ Lin- 
ha C-20, 7 km E of B-65, Fazencla IZancho Grande, 
20 Aug. 1993, leg. G. T. Austin (GTA #5056). 
Deposited a t  UFPC. Paratype females, Brazil, 
120nd6niaJ Linha C-10, 5 km S of CacaulAndia, 22 
Sept. 1994 (GTA#5271); Linha (2-20, 10 km E of B- 
65, lot 18, 15 Aug. 1993 (GTA #5063). Additional 
material, 1 male, Fazenda Rancho Grancle, 1 1 Nov. 
1901 (GTA #5395); I male, Linha (3-10, 5 km S of 
(=acauliindia, 1 May 1995 (GTA #6000). 
Remarks. Characters and Affinit,ies. This is 
yet another species which lacks a looped or sigmoi- 
clal ductal configuration and has  a hooded cervix 
bursae on the female. The overall structure of the 
genital capsule of the male, including the angled 
(in lateral view) vinculum, simple valvae, and 
general aspect of the vinculum and aedeagus is 
common to the "xiba" group. Also, as  typical of the 
group defined by Johnson et al. (1990), S. latarrrac- 
u,lus lacks structural color and shows, in the ven- 
tral maculation, bancls comprised of orb-like ele- 
men ts. 
Etymology. The species is namedfor t,he broad 
postmeclian bancls on the venter. 
Strymon pallidulus, new species 
Figs. 9, 10, 42, 55 
Diagnosis. Wings. Large in size (holotype 
female FW length = 15.5 mm; paratype female = 
15.1 mm, male FW length = 15.2 mm) and promi- 
nently tailed; dorsal ground medium gray; HW 
with "thecla-spot", orange over black macule; vague 
blue-white submarginal macules on either side of 
"thecla-spot" on female; ventral ground pale gray; 
wings with tripartite postmedian lines, that  on 13W 
as orb-like macules anteriorly; 2 orange postbasal 
macules with vague orange. Similar to S. xiba,; 
venter with washed-out aspect; orange colors paler 
andlor yellower; orbs on VHW less broad and much 
paler than on S. 1a.ta.rr~acu.lus; grayer and with 
broader postmeclian lines than S. spir~a~tus. Mor- 
phology. Male genitalia most similar to those of S. 
la,tarria.cu,lus, saccus less triangular, caudal exten- 
sions of valvae thinner, aedeagus less curved and 
sculptured caudacl. Female genitalia with ductus 
bursae thin, weakly deflexed and with hood a t  
cervix bursae more elongate antl less broad than 
seen on any other "xibar" group species. 
Description. Male. FW termen nearly straight; 
dorsal color medium gray; FW uniform except for 
prominent large (3.5 mm) black brand; HW with 
large "thecla-spot" crescent-shaped pale orange 
macule over black rr~aculle; anal angle yellow-or- 
ange margined proximacl with white; white mar- 
ginal line from M, to 2A; tail a t  CuA,very long, that  
a t  CuA, much shorter. Venter very pale gray; FW 
with vaguely darker gray submarginal macules; 
postmedian band tripartite (white distad, black, 
orange; orange as  broad as white and black com- 
bined), extending to CuA, as  slightly offset bars; 
HW with similarly-colored postmedian bancl, or- 
ange somewhat redder, anterior macule orb-like, 
next 3 as  relatively broad bars, line becoming 
irregular posteriorly; "thecla-spot" orange with oval 
black pupil, orange margined proximad with yel- 
low; anal angle orange divided by white slash, 
margin with relatively large black circular macule; 
submargin with macules darker gray than ground 
color outlined proximad antl distad with white; 
small postbasal orbs near base of Sc+R, and in mid 
discal cell, orange outlined with black. Female. 
Similar to male; no brand; forewing termen slightly 
convex; vague blue-white submarginal macules in 
M,, M,, M,, and CuA,; white marginal line on HW 
from M, to 2-4. Male Genitalia. Genital capsule very 
slender; saccusparabolic, graclually expandinginto 
vinculum, vinculum prominently angled in lateral 
view; valvae with bilobes thinly ovate, caudal ex- 
tensions very slender; aedeagus robust ( 1 . 4 ~  geni- 
tal capsule length), shaft curved near caudal-end, 
caecum moderately arched, about 30% of aedeagus 
length, cornuti robust. Female Genitalia. Ductus 
bursae weakly deflexed, thin, tubular, and elon- 
gate, slightly twisted before recurvate cephalad 
after which joining centro-ventral surface of elon- 
gate and narrow sclerotized hood, hood about 1/2 
length of rest of ductus bursae, equally broad 
throughout before narrowing caudad, lamellae 
prominent, ellipitical, and separated by wide cen- 
tral fissure; corpus bursae bulbous with pair of 
signa typical of genus; apophysis papillae anales 
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relatively short ,  extending anteriorly to anterior 
portion of cervix bursae hootl. 
Types. Holotype female, Brazil, IZonclBnia, Lin- 
h a  (2-10, 5 km S of Cacauliinclia, 20 Sept. 1994, leg.. 
0. Games (GTA #5272). Deposited a t  UFF'C. 
Paratype female, same location as holot,ype, 25 
April 1995 (GTA #6001). Additional material: I 
male, Brazil: Rondiinia; Linha C-20,7 km E of B-65, 
Fazenda Rancho Grande, 15 Nov. 1991 (GTA#GOt39). 
Remarks.  Characters and Affinities. This spe- 
cies is typical of the overallphenot,ype among "zibc~," 
group sl~ecies. The  hood a t  the cervix bursae is 
longer ancl less broacl than  on any species yet 
examined. 
Etymology. The  species is named for t,he pale 
and  washed-out aspect of the venter. 
Strymon th,olus, new species 
Figs. 1 I ,  12, 43, 56 
Diagnosis. Wings. Large in size (holotype fe- 
male FW length = 15.1 mm, paratype females = 
15.4, 14.9, 12.4 mm, male FW length = 14.7, 13.6 
mm) and prominently tailed; dorsal ground dark 
gray; male FW with prominent, large black brand; 
I-IW with medium-sized "thecla-spot", orange over 
black macule; vague blue-white submarginal mac- 
ules on either sicle of "thecla-spot"; ventral  ground 
pale gray-tan; wings with tripartite postmedian 
lines, a s  quaclrate macules on FW, a s  orb-like 
macules anteriorly on I-IW; 2 orange postbasal 
macules. Similar 1.0 S. xiba,, larger, venter  more tan ,  
postmedian broader on both wings and  somewhat 
more richly colored; much darker  t han  S. pallidrr- 
lus. Most similar to S. lula,nra.culus, but  venter 
paler, red macules less richly colored and  with 
different female genit,alia. Morphology. Male geni- 
t,alia with capsule slender ancl prominently angled, 
bilobes stouter (broader and  shorter) than seen on 
other "xiba," group species, caudal extensions long 
ancl thin, and  aecleagus with shaft  l~rominently 
curved cauclad. Female genitalia with cluctus bur- 
sae deflexed, and  with a very robust hood a t  cervix 
bursae, this dome-shaped unlike any other known 
congener. 
Description. Male. FW termen very slightly 
convex; dorsal color dark gray; FW uniform except 
for large (3 mm) and  prominent black brand; HW 
with medium-sized "thecla-spot" crescent,-shaped 
orange macule over black macule; vague blue- 
white submarginal macules in M,, and  CuA,; anal  
angle red-orange; white marginal line from CuA, to 
2A; tail a t  CuA, very long, tha t  a t  CuA, much 
shorter. Venter pale gray-tan; FW with vaguely 
darker  submarginal macules, these vaguely edged 
proximacl with white; postmeclian band with white 
distatl, then black, orange, and  black; orange a s  
broad a s  white ant1 black combined, macules quad- 
ra te  (esl~ecially first 4), ext,ending to CuA,; HI\' 
with similarly-colored postmedian band, anterior 4 
macules orb-like, also margined proximad with 
white, line becoming irregular posteriorly and  with- 
out black or white proximad; "thecla-spot" red- 
orange turning yellow-orange proximad with small 
triangular black pupil; anal  angle red-orange dis- 
tad of white slash, margin with relatively large 
black circular macule; submargin with macules 
vaguely darker than ground color outlinetl proxi- 
macl ant1 distad wit,h whit,e; postbasal orbs near  
base of Sc+IZ, ancl in mid discal cell, coloretl a s  
anterior orbs of postmedian band. Female. Similar 
to male, no brand, paler gray, orange of "thecla- 
spot" more extensive, additional marginal macule - 
in M,; marginal white line from M, t,o 2A; wings 
broader ancl more rounded; venter paler gray, 
marked a s  male, but  with "thecla-spot" larger and 
more extensive orange a t  anal  angle, postbasal 
macule in discal cell very small on holotype. Male 
Genitalia. Genital capsu!e slender; saccus parabol- 
ic, gradually expanding in to vinculum; vinculum 
angled in both ventral and lateral views; valvae 
witah notably short and  broatlly ovate bilobes, cau- 
dal extensions relatively long and  thin, somewhat 
recurvate; aedeagus relatively long ( 1 . 5 ~  genit,al 
capsule length), robust, shaft curved, caecum very 
slightly arched, nearly 113 aedeagus length, cornu- 
ti robust. Female Genitalia. Duct,us bursae strong- 
ly deflexetl, rather  thin, tubular,  and  elongate, 
slightly twisted before recurvate cephalad after 
which joining cent,ro-ventral surface of robust scle- 
rot,ized hood, hood exceeding 113 length of rest of 
ductus bursae, broadest cauclad ancl tlome-shaped, 
narrowing gradually cephalad and with narrow 
caudal l)rc>jection, lamellae prominent, ellipitical, 
and separated by wide centxal fissure; corpus bur-  
sae bulbous with pair of small signa typical of 
genus; apophysis ~ a p i l l a e  anales moderately elon- 
gate, extending anteriorly almost to mid-point of 
cervix bursae hood. 
Types. Holotype female, Brazil, Rondiinia, Lin- 
h a  C-0 off B-65, 15 km S of Cacauliindia, 11 Nov. 
1990, leg.. (2. T. Aust,in (CTA #5062). Deposited a t  
UFF'C:. I'aratype females, Brazil: RondBnia, Linha 
2-20. 7 km E of R-65, Fazenda Rancho Grande, 13 
Nov. 1991 (no abdomen); Linha (2- 10, 5 km S of 
Cacauliinclia, 25 April 1995 (GTA #6005), 2 May 
1995 (GTA #6004). Additional material: I male, 
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same location as  first paratype, 16 Sept. 1992 (no 
abdomen); 2 males, same location as ot,herparatypes, 
28 April 1995 (GTA #6002), 3 Mar. 1994 (GTA 
#6210). 
Remarks. Characters and Affinities. As for 
other species of the "zibd' group, S. ttlolu,s is distin- 
guished from related species by wing characters 
and especially the form of the female genitalia. 
Etymology. The species name means dome, 
for t,he greatly expanded and dome-shaped hood at, 
the cervix bursae. 
Discussion of "ziba" Group 
As noted above, the "zibcrl' group of Stryrnor~ has 
been long misunderstootl from the misidentifica- 
tion of its former titular species (S. ba,silides), to an 
underestimate of its diversity. With the identifica- 
tion of the phenotype of Trn.olus basilides and 
examination of the types of 2 taxa often thought of 
as synonyms, the group may now be properly 
elaborated in stuclies of Neotropical Eumaeini. As 
we have seen among numerous other groups when 
studied in depth, the "xiba" group is more species 
rich than previously recognized. The validity of 
species first noted by "minor" superficial charac- 
ters in initial samples, has  been reinforced by the 
continuing utility of morphological characters of 
the genitalia in both sexes in allowing assembly of 
consistent and larger series of the entities as sam- 
plingcontinues. Thus in central IZondbnia, we have 
identified 6 species of the "zibcr" group, 2 represent- 
ed by previously described species and 4 new spe- 
cies. Yet, as noted in our introductory comments, 
additional undescribed species of this group have 
been seen by us from other Neotropical locales. 
The various species, as  generally for Strymor~, 
are most reliably determined by the configuration 
of the female genitalia, especially in the form of the 
ductus bursae, its degree of deflexion, the shape of 
the lamellae, and the size and form of the hood a t  
the cervix bursae. One species, S. spir~atus,  has  a 
spinose, sclerotized plate on the dorsum of the 
corpus bursae. The most readily seen external 
characters include overall ventral color and the 
color, width, and configuration of the postmedian 
band on the VFIW. 
Character details of the VHW band appear 
remarkably unimportant a t  the species group lev- 
el; for instance, in various "ziba-like" specimens 
from Rond6nia (as well as other tropical forest 
areas of South America), we have been unable to 
predict by the VHW band shape whether female 
specimens will show the deflexed ductus bursae 
characterizing the "zibd' group or one of the fully 
spiralled tluctus shapes typifying ot,her St,ryrrror~ 
groups. Given such clramatic differences in the 
female genitalia, there is obviously a high degree of 
parallelism involving the minor differences in the 
VHW band detail and such homoplasies occur among 
Stryrnor~ species which are not even close phyloge- 
netic relatives. 
' ~ a l e n t i n a "  group 
Strymon rotundurn, new species 
Figs. 13, 57 
Diagnosis. Wings. Large in size (holot,ype fe- 
male FW length = 16.2 mm, paratype females = 
13.1, 16.5 mm) and prominently tailed, dorsum 
uniform dark gray except for large orange "t,hecla- 
spot" and submarginal whitish lunules on HW; 
venter gray-tan ground; FW with tripartite while, 
black, and orange po~t~median band; VHW with 
similarly-colored postmedian band, macules orb- 
like anteriorly; prominent red-orange "thecla-spot" 
ancl anal angle; postbasal orange orb near base of 
Sc+R,. Ventral pattern with postbasal orbs like 
"xibai' group species and cert,ain members of the 
"orealu)' group, but the female genitalia a re  like S. 
va.ler~tirba,. Morphology. Slender female ductus bur- 
sae shows a robust sigmoidal configuration just, 
before the corpus bursae; elongat,e lamellae (com- 
prising nearly 113 genital length) separated by wide 
central fissure. 
Description. Male. Unknown. Female. Wings 
broadly and prominently rounded; dorsal ground 
uniform clark gray; FW unmarked; HW with prom- 
inent "thecla-spot" large crescent-shaped orange 
macule over black m,~cule; vague whitish submar- 
ginal macules in M,, M,, M,, and CuA,; anal  angle 
narrowly orange; white marginal line from M, to 
2A: tail a t  CuA, very long, that  a t  CuA, much 
shorter. Venter dark gray-tan; FW with vaguely 
darker marginal and submarginal macules; slight- 
ly curved postmedian band composed of continuous 
series of tripartite (white distad, black, orange) 
curved lines extending into upper portion of CuA,; 
HW with irregular postmedian of same colors, 
broader than on FW, anterior lunules orb-like, 
orange of postmedian bands very prominent; small 
postbasal orangish orb near base of Sc+R, (absent 
on one paratype); very vague pale bar a t  distal end 
of discal cell; "thecla-spot" large and prominent, 
red-orange wit,h small black pupil; anal angle red- 
orange divided by white slash, prominent black 
mark a t  fringe; submargin with macules vaguely 
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darker  t h a n  ground color outlined vaguely with 
white. Female Genitalia. Ductus bursae slender 
with a robust sigmoidal configuration, immediately 
adjacent to cervix bursae, posterior ductus less 
t h a n  5x diameter of sigmoid; cervix bursae not 
hooded; corpus bursae with pair of lateral signa, 
curvate i n  lateral view, narrow i n  ventral view with 
thin, arrowhead shape cephalad; lamella long about 
30% of combined lamella/ductus bursae length, 
caudal end  bluntly rounded i n  ventral view, thin 
with broad central fissure; papillae anales typical 
for genus, apophysis extending to cervix bursae. 
Types. Holotype female, Brazil, Rondbnia, Lin- 
h a  C-10,5 k m  S of CacaulAndia, 4 Ju ly  1994, leg. 0 .  
Gomes (GTA#4962). Deposited a t  UFPC. Paratypes, 
2 females, same location, 14  July 1994 (GTA#8000), 
24 July 1995 (GTA #6264). 
Remarks. Characters and  Affinities. This spe- 
cies, with its orange orbs on  the VHW, h a s  superfi- 
cial similarities to members of the "oreola" and 
"ziba" (as "basilides" group) groups of Johnson et al. 
(1990). Our placement of S. rotul~durn i n  the "ual- 
el~til~a" group is based upon its lack. of structural 
color, the sigmoid configuration of the ductus bur- 
sae, and  especially the location of sigmoid of the 
ductus bursae close to the cervix bursae. This is the 
only identified species of t he  "uale7~ti7~a" group with 
postbasal orbs on the VHW, a character common in  
both the  "ziba" and "oreola" groups. 
The ductus bursae with a slender caudal end is 
ra ther  similar i n  form to tha t  of Stryrnon valel~til~a 
(Berg), but  the  spiral is more robust, resembling 
tha t  of Strymol~ ~nor~teuagus Johnson, Eisele, and 
MacPherson. Since the lat ter  species is endemic to 
the "Monte" biome of the  northern Patagonian 
steppe, such resemblance is typical of the kind of 
homoplasy occurring i n  Stryrnoi~ due to its simple 
morphological ground plan. As noted by Johnson et 
al. (1990), the  "ualer~til~a" group (employed by the 
latter authors for a southern South American clus- 
ter  of Stryrnor~) may be a phenetic grade based 
simply on ventral wing pat tern similarities. Whether 
such taxa form a pan-Neotropical phylogenetic 
group within Stryrnol~ should be more apparent 
when additionalnorthern Stryrnol~ species are stud- 
ied and described. One such species is a new Stry- 
mo7~ described from Colombia in  LeCrom and 
Johnson (1997); it also shows the ringed and orbic- 
ulate VHW pattern originally associated only with 
Thecla valel~til~a (Berg 1882). I n  fact, our ongoing 
studies of Neotropical Stryrnor~ indicates much 
overlap i n  characters among "oreala" and "ualertti- 
?tan group species and  suggests rearrangement 
may eventually be necessary once the  larger overall 
diversity of Strylnor~ has  been elaborated. 
Etymology. The name refers to the  promi- 
nently rounded wings of this species. 
"crossoea" group 
Strymon crossoea (Hewitson) 
Figs. 14, 15 
Thecla crossoea Hewitson [1874]. The holotype of this 
name was elaborated by Johnson et al. (1990). 
Diagnosis. Wings. Because of uncertainty 
about type specimens, this species was confused 
with S. car~itus (Hewitson) and S. rnulucha (Hewit- 
son) prior to recent work by the junior author 
(Johnson et al. 1990). The 3 species, all  of medium 
size (FW length = 9-15.5 mm), differ in  wing shape, 
dorsal color, condition of the HW tails, and  ventral 
pattern. Both sexes of S. crossoea have the  FW 
apices produced and '(squared-off' unlike the even- 
ly convex FW apices of S. cartitus and S. rnulucha. 
S. cal~itus, and to a lesser extent S. crossoea, have 
silvery blue across the distal area of the  DHW 
(reduced on some S. crossoea males). S. rnulucha is 
generally completely brown on the dorsum with 
bright white HW fringes. On the HW, S. crossoea 
shows only a short tail-tuft (slightly longer on 
females) while S. rnulucha and S. caltitus have 
prominent HW tails on both sexes. Of the 3 species, 
only S. crossoea is known from central Rondbnia. 
Remarks. Characters and Affinities. The com- 
mon usage of S. crossoea (often misspelled a s  "cros- 
saea"), S. cal~itus, and S. ~nulucha h a s  been much 
confused, the latter species (the most distinctive of 
all) having sometimes been considered a synonym 
of S. crossoea (Bridges 1988). Johnson et al. (1990) 
distinguished these species based on their type 
specimens and showed tha t  they differ distinctively 
in  the wings and genitalia. It can sometimes be 
confusing when males of S. crossoea are  mostly 
brown on the wing dorsum, a condition apparent  in  
Rond6nian specimens. Aside from this dark  DHW 
color, specimens from Rond6nia do not differ from 
the characterization of S. crossoea i n  Johnson et al. 
(1990). Type. Johnson et al. (1990) identified the 
holotype female of S. crossoea and discussed the 
taxonomic confusion of this with other species. 
Distribution in study area. There are  3 
specimens from central Rondrinia, 2 males from 
Fazenda Rancho Grande and a female from Linha 
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20 near  IZio Pardo taken in October and  November 
( ( X A  #5988, 6015, 8001). 
Strymon crambusa (Hewitson) 
Fig. 16 
Thecln cral~rbusa Hewitson 1874. The holotype of this 
name was elaborated by Johnson et 01. (1990). 
Diagnosis. Wings. Dorsally brown species of 
meclium size (FW length = 10.5-12.5 mm) with 
irregular wing margins and  a single thickened HW 
tail; little sesualclimor~>hism except for black (1- 1.5 
mm) circular brand on male FW. Widespread, but  
never common, some color differences appear to 
correlat,e with climate: dorsally light brown (xeric) 
or dark brown (mesic). Ventrad, the  HW shows a 
highly mottled pat tern of "block-like" brown patch- 
es over paler ground; xerophiles have these ele- 
ments paler, particularly in a white patch median 
in HW cell Sc+R,, mesophiles (as in IZondGnia) a re  
darker  brown with brown patches most fully filling 
the FIW basal disc. 
Remarks. Characters andhffinities. The  most 
recent t reatment  of this species in South America 
was by Johnson et al. (1990). These authors placed 
S. crarrlbusn in the "crossoea" group of Strymor~.  
Dissection of a male and  female in the  RondGnian 
samples showed no significant variation from the 
species elsewhere in South America. Recent exam- 
ination of S. crarrtbusa samples a t  the NHM re- 
venlecl adclitional Amazon Basin material of the 
species with the clarker wing facies a s  seen in 
RonclGnia. This  fur ther  strengthens the  view tha t  
IZondGnian specimens do not warrant  taxonomic 
clistinction from S. crarnbusa. Type. Johnson et al. 
(1990) identified the holotype male of this species. 
Distribution in study area. A male and 
female a re  from Fazenda Rancho Grande, 180 m, 
both taken on 3 November 1989; another female is 
from second growth on Linha (2-10, 5 km S of 
(:acaul$ndia a n d  taken on 4 September 1993 (GTA 
#5987, 7182, 7183). 
Strymon germana, new species 
Figs. 17, 58 
Diagnosis. Wings. Medium in size (holotype 
female FW length = 12.2 mm) and  with very short 
and  thickened tail, dorsal ground nearly concolor- 
ous brown, bu t  with dusting of pale blue scales 
especially on HW, "thecla-spot" large and  promi- 
nent ,  ventral  pat tern of black, brown, and  gray. 
Venter with postmeclian line and  other macules a s  
relatively large orbs suggestive of such taxa a s  S. 
crossoea and S. faur~alia. FW not produced a s  on S.  
crossoea and  pathern  element,^ more distinct; FW 
scluared-off a s  also seen on the smaller S. fau,r~a,lia, 
but  wing shorter antlpostmedian orbs larger. Espe- 
cially resembles Stryrr~,ol~ cestri (Reakirt) of Central 
America (see Remarks). Morphology. Ductus bur- 
sae wit,h sigmoidal configuration, very similar to S. 
cestri differing in spacle shape of lamellae (much 
broader throughout on S. cestri). 
Description. Male. Unknown. Female. Dorsal 
grouncl concolorous dark brown except (lusted with 
pale blue scales a t  wing bases and  distad on poste- 
rior thircl of DHW, I-I'iN with very short  a n d  some- 
what  thickened tail a t  t,erminus of vein CuA,, 
submargin in cell CuA, with large black dot and  
vague clot in CuA,, no orange a t  ana l  lobe. VFW tan 
becoming grayer distad, postmedian band (cost,a to 
cell CuA,) narrowly white distad, blackish basad, 
paler gray band distad; submargins a n d  margins of 
each cell with vague blocks of dark gray-brown, 
more diminutive a t  margin. WIW tan ,  postbasal 
a rea  with large brown orb near  base of Sc+R, and in 
mid cliscal cell, undulate postmedian band com- 
posed of series of dark brown orbs, inside this a t  end 
of discal cell is a paler brown bar ,  all darker  ele- 
ments thinly margined distad and proximad with 
white; limbal a rea  mottled gray and  white, large 
black "thecla-spot" marginad in cell CuA,, anal  lobe 
narrowly black. Female Genitalia. Ductus bursae 
of moderat,e wiclth with sigmoidal configuration of 
anterior ductus, posterior ductus relatively short  
(less than  Gx diameter of sigmoidal portion); lamel- 
lae spade-shaped, sharply pointed caudad; corpus 
bursae with pair of curvate signa; papillae anales 
typical of genus, apophysis long, extending cephal- 
ad  well beyond cervix bursae. 
Type. Holotype female, Brazil, RondGnia, Lin- 
h a  C-10, 5 km S of Cacaul$nclia, 24 Janua ry  1994, 
leg. 0. Gomes (GTA #4987). Deposited a t  UFPC. 
Remarks. Characters and Affinities. O u r  first 
thought, upon seeing the holotype of S. gerrrlarha, 
with its elongate FW having a squared-off apex and 
the ventral orbicular pattern, was tha t  i t  was Stry- 
rrbort, cestri.(TZeakirt [1867]), but  lacking the  blue of 
Central American populations (we noted above 
t,hat S. crossoea was browner in RondGnia than in 
more xeric areas). Female S. cestri in Central 
America has  extensive pale blue on the  posterior 
half of the DHW, this variably extending to the 
DFW. The ground color is also darker, more black- 
ish than on S.  germa,r~a. The "thecla-spot" on both 
the dorsum a n d  venter is much larger and  more 
prominent on S. gerrrrnrca,, and  ,S. cestri lacks all 
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trace of a tail and  the ventral  pattern appears more 
mottled. The overall form of the female genitalia of 
S. germa,rLn, with its sigmoiclal ductus, is nearly 
identical to t ha t  of S, cestri p i g .  59), but  the 
lamellae a re  triangular a n d  sharply pointed on S. 
germarLa, but  parabolic a n d  blun t-ended on S. ces- 
tri (this same general configuration also occurs in 
the Central American species Stryrnorc yojon [Rea- 
kirt]). I t  will be interesting to obtain a male of S. 
gerrrl,nrba to see d t h e  species has t,he marked sexual 
dimorphism of S cestri. 
The known cli~tribut~ion of S. cestri is from 
southern Unitecl States through Costa Rica (Opler 
and  Malikal 1992). Numerous groups of Theclinae 
well-known from Central America have recently 
been shown to have South American sister species, 
although, in many cases, a s  yet poorly known. 
Constantino et a,l. (1993) described Atlides browr~i 
from Colombia, noting the single known specimen 
as the sister species of the  Central American Atlides 
carpusin (Hewitson). Subsequently, A. browi~i  was 
collectecl in larger series (AMNI-I) and ,  in fact, was 
well-known to other Colombian workers not collab- 
orating on the original clescrip tion (C. Callagh an ,  
pers. comm. to Johnson 1994). Johnson and Amaril- 
lo (1997) treated 2 species, one described a s  new, of 
the "brown Cym~ol~lrrys" (Ar~tephrys Johnson, Eisele, 
and  MacPherson 1993), a group represented by 3 
far  more well-known species in Cent,ral America. 
Johnson and I<ruse (1997) described the  first South 
American sister species of Cyar~opl~rys rr~iser.nbiLis 
Clench, the latter,  like S. cestri, noted in the liter- 
a ture  a s  distributed from Mexico to Costa Rica. In 
a near  reverse situation, Johnson and Icruse (1997) 
also described a Centxal American sister species of 
Cynr~opl~~rys detesta Clench, a species known only 
from Colombia. I t  is obvious tha t  sampling error 
h a s  playecl a role in the  lack of such discoveries 
hitherto. Also, a s  with S. cestri and  S, gerrrrarm, i t  
is apparent t ha t  such Central ArnericaISou th Arner- 
ican species disjunctions reflect the tectonic history 
of the Panamanian isthmus where there have been 
two separate disjunctions and rebuildings (late 
Mesozoic and Pliocene). Type. I t  is unknown if a 
t,ype of Tliecla cestri OZeakirt) exists and,  if so, 
where (Miller and  Brown 1981) and  thus  i t  remains 
to critically identify the  taxon. The  species is, 
however, well known and  illustrated (Scott 1986, 
Opler and  Malikal 1992). 
Etymology. The name meansl'having the same 
parents" and refers to the possible sister species 
relationship with S. cestri. 
Strymon novasigiaum, new species 
Figs. 18, 19, 44, GO 
Diagnosis. Wings. Medium in size [female FW 
length = 13.1 mm (10.0-14.5 mm, N= 9, types), male 
FW length = 13.1, 13.6, 13.7 mm] and prominently 
tailed, with concolorous brown dorsal ground and 
ventral pat tern of black, brown, and  gray. In size 
and pattern suggestive of S. rr~,ulrsclra. Like S. 
muluclt,a. showing succinct white discal slash in 
I F W  cliscal cell, but, unlike S. rrrrrlzrchn, VI-IW 
postmedian band comprised of concise brownish 
black elements, more like tailless S. crossoea, (see 
above), but  particularly contirluous towarc1 the  cos- 
ta. S. rn.ulu.cha shows disjunctive dull suffusive 
pat,ches in the  postmeclian band; S crossoea shows 
concise patches in postmedian and  postbasal bands 
and both sexes generally with silvery blue on the 
DHW. Morphology. Male genitalia with capsule 
rather  robust like S. crossoea, but  saccus elongate 
antl asymmetrical a s  on S. crambursa, bilobes not 
shoultlerecl, but  tapering gradually to thinly point- 
etl caudal e~ t~ens ions .  (hmpared  to many of the 
"crossoea" group (Johnson et a,l. 1990, figs. 20-27), 
female genitalia with ductus bursae horizontally 
lool)ed, a s  typical of several new species herein, but  
previously not seen in the "crossoen" group except 
for the superficially distinct Chilean S peristictos 
Johnson, Eisele, and  MacE'herson (see Remarks); 
differing from all known Slryrrior~ species by the 
corpus bursae showing extremely enlarged and 
distally located signa which "balloon" the  corpus 
bursae in the  vicinity of the ductus seminalis (see 
Remarks below). Otherwise similar to S. rnu.luclm, 
but with loop nearer  to cervix bursae and horizon- 
tal rat,her than  vertical. 
Description. Male. Forewing with r a the r  
pointed apex, termen very slightly convex, distinct 
black brand (2 mm) in FW discal cell; dorsal ground 
nearly concolorous dark brown, but  with relatively 
prominent gray overscaling on posterior HW, HW 
with prominent t,ail a t  terminus of vein CuA,, 
submargins in cells CuA, and  CuA, with distinct 
black dots, less prominent clot in M,, small macule 
of orange a t  anal  lobe, I-IW with prominent white 
fringe. W\V gray-brown.. postmedian band (costa 
to cell CuA,) slightly offset anteriorly, white distad, 
blackish basad with a few orange scales anteriorly, 
paier gray band distad; submargins and  margins of 
each cell with blocks of dark gray-brown, more 
climinu tive a t  margins; gray-brown ground of disc 
broken by white mark a t  apex of discal cell. W W  
with mottled gray and white ground basad, post- 
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basal area with succinct dark gray-brown orbs; 
median areas with distinct white, this nearly in- 
variably with a dark macule within discal cell; 
prominent and undulate postmedian band (com- 
prised of nearly continuous blackish brown ele- 
ments edged thinly with white &stad and with 
orange scales basad); limbal area mottled gray and 
white, darker gray costad, showing small black 
"thecla-spot" marginad in cell CuA, capped with 
very pale orange, anallobe black with vague orange 
basad and along vein 2A. Female. Similar to male; 
wings somewhat broader and more rounded; no 
brand. Male Genitalia. Genital capsule broad; sac- 
cus long, broad, asymmetrical; vinculum angled in 
lateral view; valvae slender, bilobes ellipitical, not 
shouldered, gradually narrowing to thinly pointed 
caudal extensions; aedeagus slender ( 1 . 4 ~  genital 
cal~sule length), slightly sinuate, caecum 24% of 
aedeagus length. Female Genitalia. Showing spiral 
ductus bursae configuration typical of genus, but 
horizontally looped. Ductus posterior of loop elon- 
gate (exceeding 8x diameter of loop), loop closely 
proximate to cervix bursae. Cervix bursae with 
slight dorsal hood, as typical of many Strymor~,  but 
chffering from all by having extremely large sig- 
moid-shaped signa directly anterior t,o cervix bur- 
sae so as to "balloon" the corpus bursae before the 
emanation of the ductus seminalis (however, not 
showing any additional component surrounding 
the distal end of the corpus bursae as on the species 
to be described next); papillae anales typical of 
genus, apophysis extending anterior to the ductal 
loop. 
Types. Holotype female, Brazil, Rondbnia, Lin- 
h a  C-10, 5 km S of Cacaul$ndia, 20 August 1994, 
leg. 0. Gomes (GTA #6019). Deposited a t  UFPC. 
Paratype females, 62 km S ofAriquemes, Linha C- 
20,7 km E of B-65, Fazenda IZancho Grande, 4Nov. 
1990 (GTA#4869); Linha C- 1 0 , s  km S of Cacauliin- 
dia, 15 Feb. 1994 (GTA#4986); 17 Mar. 1994 (GTA 
#4988); 7 Sept. 1993 ((>TA#6008); 2 July 1994 (GTA 
#6212); 11 July 1995 (GTA #6266); 2 Aug. 1994 
(GTA#6010); 4 Aug. 1993 (GTA#5993). Additional 
material, males, same location as holotype, 5 Oct. 
1994 (GTA #5065); 3 Aug. 1993 (GTA #5994); 31 
Aug. 1993 (GTA #6007). 
Remarks. Characters and Affinities. Johnson 
et al. (1990) defined the "crossoea" group by a 
shared overall ventral wing pattern, clearly shown 
by all the new species of that  group described 
herein. Those authors stated that  the group might 
not be monophyletic (see also group discussion 
below), but did serve to cluster numerous similar- 
looking species for the seminal study of Stryrrlor~ in 
Argent,ina. Several of the new "crossoea" group 
taxa from Rond6nia show the ductal spiral of the 
female genitalia in the horizontal plane. This trait 
was previously known in the "crossoea," group only 
for Chilean S. peristictos (Johnson et al. 1990: fig. 
27) and was generally rare in Stryrrior~ previously 
examined. Among the new Rondbnian species, and 
compared to all Strymort, S .  r~ooasigr~urrt shows a 
unique configuration of the corpus bursae, an en- 
larged signa forming a "balloon" closely adjacent to 
the point of attachment of the cervix bursae. As 
discussecl further below, previous students of Stry- 
rnorl. have noted the frequency of autapomorphies 
occurring a t  the cervix bursae. In a variety of 
sl~ecies, authors have noted "cap-", "fan-", or "cupo- 
la-like" structures a t  the cervix bursae, near or 
surrounding the point of attachment of the cluctus 
seminalis. The innovation in S.  r~ovas igr~um is 
unique in that  i t  appears on the corpus bursae, 
behind and detached from the cervix bursae itself. 
Most interestingly, another new Rondbnian species 
described immediately below shows a very differ- 
ent innovation a t  this location, a large signa-like 
component (separate and distinct from the 2 signa 
common to the corpus bursae in the genus) forming 
a "dome" over the distal end of the cervix bursae. 
Etymology. The name is derived by atlcling the 
prefix "nova" (unusual) to "signum", and refers to 
unique size and location of the signa in this species. 
Strymon clavus, new species 
Figs. 20, 21, 45, 61 
Diagnosis. W i ~ g s .  Medium in size (holotype 
female FW length = 13.0 mm; male FW length = 
12.7 mm) and tailed, with dark gray-brown dorsal 
ground and distinct gray submarginal scaling on 
HW, ventral pattern of black, brown, and gray and 
a VFW white discal slash as on several species 
similar to S. rr~ulucha. Ventral color paler than 
preceding species and a t  once distinguished from 
other species with this general morphotype by the 
more distinct gray on the DHW. Morphology. Male 
genitalia with capsule slender; prominently angled 
in ventral and lateral views; saccus broad,long, and 
slightly asymmetrical; and caudal extensions of 
valvae very thin. The female shows a unique large 
"signan-like sclerotized element atop the cervix 
bursae in addition to the 2 elongate lateral signa 
typical of the genus in the corpus bursae. 
Description. Male. Forewing apex pointed, 
termen slightly convex; clorsal ground concolorous 
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dark  gray-brown except submargin on posterior 11 
2 of I-IW with prominent gray; HW with prominent 
tail  a t  terminus of vein CuA,, submargins of cells 
ChA, and CuA, with black dots prominently con- 
trasting with surrounding gray, submargin in cell 
M, with vague black macule, anal  angle with small 
orange macule. Venter with complex pattern of 
black, brown, and gray; FW ground relatively pale 
gray-brown basad, postmedian band (costa to cell 
CuA,) slightly offset anteriorly, white clistad, black 
proximacl, vague orange proximacl of black, pale 
gray clistad of band with submargin and  margin of 
each cell also marked with a small chevron of gray- 
black; cliscal areaofbrown FW ground markecl with 
prominent white slash across apex of cliscal cell. 
I-IW with mottledpattern ofwhite, gray, andbrown, 
marked most prominently by postmedian band of 
brownish bl&ck bars, edged ra ther  vaguely distad 
with white, most prominent a t  end  of cliscal cell and  
with Sc+R, element slightly displaced basad, a few ..- . 
orange scales on proximal edge ofband especially at, 
end of discal cell; median white a rea  ra ther  diffuse; 
postbasal a rea  more or  less distinctly brown; limbal 
a rea  mot,t,lecl white, "thecla-spot" submarginatl in 
cell ( h A ,  black-centered wit,h slight corona of yel- 
low-orange; base of anal  lobe with prominent black 
patch and bright orange along vein 2A, paler or- 
ange along anal  margin. Female. Similar to male 
with more rounded wings; no  brand. Male Genita- 
lia. Genital capsule rather  slender, sicles more or 
less parallel on anterior 1/" in  vent,ral view; saccus 
long, broad, triangular,  somewhat asymmetrical; 
vinculum prominently angled in ventral and  later- 
a l  views; valvae with ellipitical bilobes, not shoul- 
derecl, bu t  narrowing abruptly to very thin caudal 
extensions; aedeagus thin ( 1 . 4 ~  genital capsule 
lengt,h), nearly straight except for slight bBnd a t  
caudal end, caecum 24% of aedeagus length. Fe- 
male Genitalia. Showing spiral duct,us bursae con- 
figuration typical of genus, bu t  with plane of loop 
horizontal. Ductus posterior of loop elongate (8x 
diameter of loop), loop closely proximate to cervix 
bursae. Differing from all known congeners except 
S. spil~cr.t,u,s of the "xiba" group by a large "signan- 
like sclerotized element atop the cervix bursae 
closely adjacent to elongate, narrow, and  sigmoicl- 
shaped signa which together "balloon" the  corpus 
bursae before the emanation of the  ductus semina- 
lis. Papillae anales typical of genus, but  robust, 
apophysis extending anterior to the ductal spiral. 
Types. Holotype female, Brazil, 12ond6nia, 67 
km S of Ariquemes, Linha C-10, 5 km S of Ca- 
cauliindia, Station 19, forest, 19 September 1993, 
leg. 0. Gomes (GTA #4870). Deposited a t  UFI'C. 
Paratype female, 62 km S of Ariquemes, Linha C- 
20, 7 km E of H-65, Fazenda Rancho Grande, 26 
Aug. 1992. Additional material, male, same loca- 
tion a s  paratype, 22 Nov. 199 1 (GTA #6006). 
Remarks. Characters and  Affinities. Remarks 
under S. ~l.ovcr.sigl~unt described immecliately above 
pertain here. As noted therein, the signum-like 
sclerotization covering t,he distal portion of the 
corpus bursae in S clavrcs is unlike anything seen 
heretofore in Strynl,oi~ except on S. spitrlntus de- 
scribed above. This innovation on S. clavus has  the 
spinate ribs clirected caudad whereas these extent1 
cephalad on ,S. spinatr1,s. 
Etymology. The Latin "clavus" means "spike" 
and refers to the unique structure on the distal enct 
of the corpus bursae in females of this species. 
Strymon implexus, new species 
Figs. 22, 23, 46, 62 
Diagnosis. Wings. Medium in size (female lTW 
length = 13.2mm [12.0-14.0, N =6,  types]; male FW 
length = 13.8, 14.9 mm) ancl prominently tailed, 
with concolorous relatively pale gray-brown dorsal 
ground a n d  vent,ral pat,t,ern of brown and gray. In 
size and  pattern suggestive of S. rr~uluchn, S. clu- 
uus, and S. ~~,ovasigr~urrr. Like these species show- 
ing white discal slash across VFW discal cell, but  
this is less succinct; unlike S. rrrrr.luchcc and  S. 
rt,ova,sig~l~,urr~ with paler ventral ground, but  brown- 
er (not a s  gray) a s  S. clavtrs; VHW post,median band 
of dark gray-brown elements, these not strongly 
contrasting a s  on S mulu.clra, '9. r~cova,sig~~zr.rrr, and  
S. clavus. Morphology. Male genitalia similar to S. 
~~ovnsig:gl~u,m with broad genital capsule; saccus 
shorter,  broader, and  less asymmetrical; vinculum 
less angula te; and  valvae longer. Female genitalia 
generally similar to 2 precedingspecies with ductus 
bursae horizontally looped, but  with no special 
innovations of the  signa, lamellae more robust than  
on any of the  similar taxa above and below. 
Description. Male. FW apex somewhat round- 
ed, termen convex, dorsal ground nearly concolor- 
ous dark brown, slightly paler towards tornus of 
HW, FW with relatively- distinct black brand (2 
mm) in discal cell; HW with prominent tail a t  
terminus of vein CuA,, submargins in cells CuA, 
and CuA, with distinct black dot, small vague 
macule of dull orange a t  ana l  lobe, HW with mostly 
white fringe. VFW pale brown, postmedian band 
(costa to cell CuA,) strongly offset anteriorly, white 
clistacl, brown basad with a few orange scales ante-  
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riorly, paler gray band distad; submargins and ferring to the complex of similar species within the 
margins of each cell with blocks of dark gray- "crossoea" group of Strymoi~. 
brown, more diminutive a t  margins; gray-brown 
ground of disc broken by white mark a t  apex of Strymon inmirum, new species 
discal cell. VHW with mottled gray and white Figs. 24, 25, 47, 63  - " 
ground, postbasal area pale brown, median area 
relatively heavily white scaled, this diffuse, post- Diagnosis. Wings. Small i n  size (holotype fe- 
median band undulate, not particularly sharp and male FW length = 10.5 mm, paratype females = 
contrasting, composed of somewhat disjunct dark 10.7, 10.8, 10.9, 11.3 mm; male FW length = 11.0 
gray-brown elements edged thinly with white dis- mm) and prominently tailed, with nearly concolor- 
tad and a few orange scales basad; limbal area gray, ous brown dorsal ground and ventral pat tern of 
mottled with much white, darker gray costad, black, brown, and gray. Aside from S.  fauizalia and 
showing small black "thecla-spot" marginad in cell related species, i t  is the smallest known "crossoea" 
CuA, capped faintly with pale orange, anal  lobe group species. Venter similar to preceding 3 spe- 
black with orange basad and vague pale orange cies, but  generally darker and browner than  S .  
clavus and S. ilnplexus and about the color of S .  along anal  margin. Female. Similar to male; wings 
broader and  more rounded; no brand. Male Genita- izovasigizum, differing from the latter by the less 
lia. Genital capsule broad; saccus rather long, broad- distinctly defined white median area on the VHW, 
especially on the male. Morphology. Male genitalia ly t r iangular ,  slightly asymmetrical; vinculum 
with capsule slender; saccus broad, weakly asym- weakly angulate; valvae slender, bilobes ellipitical, 
not shouldered, gradually tapering to thin and metrical; vinculum prominently angulate, but  less 
so than  on S. clavus; and caudal extensions of pointed caudal extensions; aedeagus slender ( 1 . 5 ~  
genital capsule length), shaft slightly curved, cau- valvae long and thin throughout. Female genitalia 
similar to other new "crossoea" group species de- dal end more abruptly curved, caecum 24% aedea- 
scribed above with loop of ductus bursae horizontal, gus length. Female Genitalia. Ductus bursae very 
most similar i n  form to S. izovasigizuin, but  with slender, with simple, tight, evenly curved horizon- 
smaller signa not expanding corpus bursae caudad 
tal  loop a t  cephalad end, ductus elongate (about 7x and S. ilnplexus, but with broader loop and  less 
diameter of loop); lamellae very broad comprising quadrate lamellae. 
less than  114 ductal length, quadrate caudad; cor- Description. Male. FW relatively short, apex 
Pus bursae with pair of moderately-sized signs; pointed, termen slightly convex, indistinct black 
papillae anales elongate, but otherwise typical of brand (1.5 mm) in FW distal cell; dorsal ground 
genus, apophysis long, extending to cervix bursae. concolorous dark gray-brown except paler with 
Types- H o l o t ~ ~ e f e m a l e ,  Brazil, Rond6nia, Lin- gray overscaling on tarnal quarter of HW, HW with 
h a  C-10, 5 km S of Cacaulsndia, 18 June 1994, leg. prominent tail a t  terminus of vein CuA,, submar- 
0. Games (GTA #4984). Deposited a t  UFPC. gins in cells CuA, and CuA, with distinct black dots, 
Paratype females, same location, 18 July 1994 less pronounced dot in M,, a few bright orange 
(GTA#4983); 26 Sept. 1993 (GTA#5996); Linha C- scales a t  anal  lobe, HW with fringe largely white. 
20, Fazenda Rancho Grande, 15 Nov. 1990 (GTA VFW gray-brown, postmedian band (costa to cell 
#5995); 18 Nov. 1995 (GTA #6265); 30 Oct. 1990 CuA,) slightly offset anteriorly, white distad, black- 
(GTA #6009). Additional material, males, same ish basad with a few indistinct orange scales ante- 
location a s  holotype, 31 Aug. 1993 (GTA #5992); riorly, paler gray band distad; submargins and 
Fazenda Rancho Grande, 8 Nov. 1989 (GTA#5991). margins of each cell with blocks of dark gray-brown, 
Remarks. Characters and Affinities. This spe- more diminutive a t  margins; gray-brown ground of 
cies is another which shows a horizontally looped disc broken by white mark a t  apex of discal cell. 
ductus bursae. It differs from the 2 preceding VHW with mottled gray and white ground, median 
species with this configuration in having no unique area prominently whitish, postmedian band undu- 
innovations of the  signa. The rounded FW shape late (but somewhat less so than  on many similar 
contrasts with those of S. ~zovasigizuin and S .  species), comprised of nearly continuous blackish 
clavus which have rather  pointed FW apices. The brown elements edged about equally with white 
distad; limbal area mottled gray and white, darker 
pale, washed out  appearing venter distinguishes it gray costad, showing very prominent black "thecla- 
from S. izovasigizuin. spot" marginad in  cell CuA, capped narrowly with 
Etymology. The name means "involved, re- orange, anal  lobe black with indistinct orange along 
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vein 2A and anal  margin. Female. Similar to male; 
wings broader and more rounded; no brand; dots on 
DI-IW margin larger, more distinct; iil-IW median 
white a rea  more diffuse; one individual with orange 
basad of Vl3W postmeclian band. Male Genitalia. 
Genital capsule slender; saccus broad, t,riangular, 
slightly asymmetrical; vinculum prominently an -  
gulate; valvae long with broadly ovate bilobes and 
long and thin caudal extensions; aedeagus t;hin 
(1.4s genital capsule lengt,h), straight,  caecum 24% 
aedeagus length. Female Genitalia. Ductus bursae 
slender, horizontally loopetl, loop open ancl evenly 
curved, ductus posterior to loop elongate (about 7x 
diameter of loop); lamellae nearly quaclrAt,e, of 
almost equal width t,hroughout and  blunt,-ended, 
separated by central fissure; cervix bursae with 
moderate lateral sclerotization forming bursae into 
a sac a t  base of ductus seminalis; corpus bursae 
with pair of curvecl signa of moderate size; papillae 
anales robust, bu t  otherwise typical of genus, apo- 
physis long extending beyond cervix bursae. 
Types. I-Iolotype female, Brazil, Iiond6nia, 
Fazenda Rancho Grancle, rd  C-20, 7 km S of B-65, 
62 km S of Ariquemes, leg. J. P. Brock, Deposited a t  
UFI'C. I'arat,ype females, same location a s  holo- 
type, 8 Nov. 1995 (GTA #6268); 9 Nov. 1990 (GTA 
#GO1 1); Linha C- 1 0 , s  km S of CacaulBndia, 29 July 
1995 (GTA #6267); 21 Aug. 1993 (GTA #6013). 
Additional material,  male, Linha 10, 5 km S of 
CacaulBnclia, 5 Aug. 1993 (CTA #6012). 
Remarks. Characters antl i\-Cfinit,ies. This is 
another species of a common morphotype in central 
IZontl6nia with a white cliscal slash on the VFW, 
mottlecl aspect on the Vl-IW, ancl female genitalia 
with a horizont,ally looped cluctus bursae. I t  is most 
similar to S. r~ouas igr~~ni ,  but  is notably smaller, 
lacks the dark macule in the median white area of 
the IJ-l\V> has  a somewhat st,outer loop in the 
ductus bursae, antl the signa does not expand the 
corpus bursae cauclad. S. irrt~plemus is paler, wit;h a 
more diffuse ventral pat tern.  
Etymology. This is one of several similar s ~ e -  
cies occurring in IZond6nia without a single out- 
stancling character; the  name means unremark- 
able. 
Strymon incanus, new species 
Figs. 26, 64  
Diagnosis. Wings. Small in size (bolotype fe- 
male FW length = 1 1 .O mm) and  prominently tailed, 
wit,h concolorous brown dorsal ground and ventral 
pattern of black, brown, and  gray. In size and 
pat,tern comparable with S. il~lrlir~rrt antl having a 
white discal slash on the VFW, but  having the 
VI-IW pat,tern fainter. Morphology. Differs from 
similar congeners by the very short ductus bursae 
horizontally 1ool)ecl immediately adjacent to cervix 
bursae. 
Description. Male. Unknown. Female. Dor- 
sal grounclconcolorous brown, I-IW with prominent 
tiail at, t;erminus of vein CuA,, submargins in cells 
CuA, antl CuA, with black (lot, vague orange a t  
anal lobe. V F W ~ I ~ I ~  gray-brown, 1)ostmeclian band 
(costa t,o cell CuA,) white clist;atl, blackish basatl, 
vaguely paler gray band distad; submargins antl 
margins of each cell with blocks of dark  gray- 
brown, more tliminutive at, margins, nowhereprom- 
inent,; disc wit;h white mark a t  apex of discal cell. 
\il-I\V \with mott,letl gray antl white grouncl, basal 
a rea  whitish, vaguely divided into proximal and 
c1ist;al portions by gray ground, postmedian band 
undulat;e, coml~osed of disjunct blackish brown 
elements eclged vaguely with white distatl; limbal 
a rea  pale gray with white overscaling, tlarker gray 
costatl, showing small bi,ick "t,hecla-spot? margin- 
acl in cell CuA, capped with a few orange scales, 
anal  lobe with similar orange. Female (>enit,alia. 
Duct;us bursae wit11 horizont,ally loopetl configura- 
tion, loop robust,, proximate t,o cervis bursae, duc- 
tus posterior very short (less than 5 s  diameter of 
loop); lilmella parabolic, rather  sharply inclined 
from t1uct;us in terminal 113; corpus bursae with 
pair oftypical moderate-sizedsigna, papillae anales 
with apophysis long, ext,entling well cephalad of 
cervix bursae. 
Type. I-Iolotype female, Brazil, I<ondbnia, Lin- 
h a  (2-10, 5 km S of CacaulBntlia, 21 February 1994, 
leg. 0. Games (GTA #4985). Deposited a t  UFI'C. 
Remarks. Characters and Affinities. S. i~t,ca- 
FLUS is similar in size and pattern to S. irt,rrriru,rri, but  
is distinguished by it,s paler aspect,, thevague WIMT 
pattiern and the distinct genitalia with the very 
short  ductus bursae with its loop imme(1iat;ely 
adjacent to tihe cervix bursae. 
Etymology. The  name means "quitegray" ancl 
refers t,o the ventral as l~ec t  of this species. 
Strymon faunalia (Hewitson) 
Figs. 27, 28 
Tliecln fnuiinlia Hewitsor) 1868. Jolirlsolt el nl. (1  990) 
discussed tlie type or this name. 
Diagnosis. Wings. Historically, this brown 
species has  stood out by its small size (FW length = 
8.5- 10.5 mm). However, several other recently cle- 
scribect Str<yrrtor~ are  small (Johnson et crl. 1990, 
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Johnson ancl Icroenlein 1993, this paper). Contrast- 
ing with these species ancl other Stryrriol~ known 
from Rondbnia, S. faur~a.lia shows a single short 
HW tail and, on the venter, an  entire (usually very 
orderly).postbasal band of suffusive brown orbs 
paralleled distad by an orderly postmedian band of 
disjunct suffusive brown orbs, elements of which 
appear more prominently "edged" distally and ba- 
sally with white and black rather than concentri- 
cally circled as  on S. tlrius (Geyer) ancl a new 
species describecl below. 
Remarks. Characters and Affinities. We find 
no differences between typical S. fauna,lia as  cliag- 
nosed and illustrated by Johnson et al. (1990) and 
specimens from Rondbnia. Type. Johnson et al. 
(1990:13-14, fig. 23) clarified the type of 77~ecla 
fau,r~alia Hewitson and treated typical S.  faw~alia  
from the Argentine fauna. 
Distribution in study area. RondGnia records 
are from several locales near Cacauliindia in Sep- 
tember and October (GTA #5989, 5990, 6014). 
Strymon halos, new species 
Figs. 29, 30, 48, 65 
Diagnosis. Wings. Small in size (male FW 
length= 10.5, lO.8mm; female FW length=9.2 mm) 
and relatively short-tailed; dorsal grouncl concolor- 
ous dark gray-brown, ventral pattern of black, 
brown, and gray, male with FW showing cliffuse 
black brand, both sexes with prominent submar- 
ginal black macules on DI-IW on either side of tail. 
In size and pattern requiring comparison to 2 other 
small Stryrnor~, S. fa,u~ca,lia ancl S. tlt.iu,s. S. halos 
differs markedly from S. faur~alia on theVHW with 
the postmedian and postbasal bandmacules larger, 
more prominent, extremely lunulate, and encom- 
passedby crisp "halos", the costalorbof the postbas- 
a1 band usually the largest and most prominent and 
the FW postmedian band broader ancl comprised of 
quadrate elements and more distinctly defined. S. 
fau,r~alia shows a n  entire postbasal band of suffu- 
sive brown lunulate elements; its ~os tmedian  IIW 
band is comparatively more disjunct and with ele- 
ments smaller andmore distally- and basally-edged 
and not concentrically circled. Although the VHW 
pattern of S. halos also somewhat resembles the 
tailess species S. l l~ius  (F'W length = 10.0- 12.5 mm, 
see "Types" under Remarks below), this latter spe- 
cies is bright silvery topewter blue across the entire 
HW. Morphology. Male genital valvae elongate, 
tapered; saccus elongate, funnel-shaped ( 0 . 5 ~  length 
of elongate valvae); slight apodeme a t  point of 
attachment of brush organs to vinculum (see Re- 
marks). Female ductus bursae of moderate length 
and cervix bursae with no specialized sclerotiza- 
tions surrounding distal end of corpus bursae (see 
Remarks). 
Description. Male. Dorsal color dark gray- 
brown, F\V with broad (1.5 mm) suffusive black 
brand across distal one-half of discal cell, HW with 
black macules in cells CuA, and CuA,, the latter 
usually faint. VF'W with pale gray-brown grouncl 
from wing base to apical submargin, latter area 
crossetl by 5 or more darker brown and nearly 
quadrate macules from costa, margins thereafter 
slightly suffused darker gray-brown with a few 
macules continuing along submargin to cell CuA,. 
HW with mottled pat,tern of white and gray domi- 
nated by large white-ringed gray-brown orb post- 
basal along the costa, prominent postmedian band 
of well-defined orbs (pronounced costad and distad 
of tliscal cell, more diminutive thereafter to anal 
margin), ancl prominent gray-black "thecla-spot" 
appearing somewhat elliptic in shape over light tan 
limbal ground, narrowly capped with very pale 
orange. Other than these emphatic elements, re- 
maining HW ground color showing some mottling 
with darker tan marks across the postbasal area, 
along margin towards apex, and between "thecla- 
spot" and anal lobe. There is no prominent black 
mark a t  the base of the anal lobe as  on the preceding 
species. Female. Similar to male except for lack of 
dark FW brand and wings more rounded. Male 
Genitalia. Generally typical of genus and most 
similar to genitalia illustrated for S. rrtulucl~a and 
S. f a u r ~ a l i ~  (Johnson et al. 1990: figs. 22,23) except 
for broad, funnel-shaped, saccus and more basal 
and pronouncecl dorsal apodeme a t  point of attach- 
ment of the brush organs (see Remarks). Female 
Genitalia. Ductus bursae with horizontally loopetl 
configuration. Ductus posterior of loop moderately 
long (Gx cliameter of loop), loop comparatively dis- 
tant  from cervix bursae (about 3x diameter of loop); 
cervix bursae without notable sclerotal elements 
(see Remarks), area surrounding emanation of 
tluctus seminalis entirely membranous; corpus 
bursae with 2 narrow and pencilate signa located a t  
about midpoint of sac; papillae anales typical of 
genus, apophysis not particularly elongate, extend- 
ing cephalad nearly to cervix bursae. 
Types. Holotype male, Brazil, RondGnia, 62 
km S of Ariquemes off B-65, vicinity Fazenda Ran- 
cho Grande, 180 m, 25 October 1989, Leg. G. T. 
Austin (GTA#4867). Depositedat UFPC. Paratypes, 
1 female, same location, 12 Nov. 1991 (GTA#4868); 
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2 males, same da ta  a s  holotype; 1 female, same data junior author in 1994 a t  the NHM, a re  the  basis for 
a s  holotype; 1 male, Linha C-10, 5 km S of Ca- comparisons herein. 
cauliindia, 1 Sept,. 1993 (GTA #6017). Etyniology. The Latin "halos" refers to the 
Remarks. Charactxrs and  Affinit,ies. Consid- haloed lunules of the W M T  on t,his species. 
ering clescribecl species of Stryrnor~, S. Ircr.10~ ap- 
pears to be a sister of S.  fcr.ul~a,lic~,, a species wit,h Strymon conspergus, new species 
which i t  has  more in common in the  genitalia than Figs. 31, 32, 49, 66 
in wing pattern. Interestingly, there is a new 
Colombian species of Strynror~ (being described by 
the junior author and  Colombian colleagues) which 
is closer in wing pattern to S .  I~alos than S.  fa,ur~a- 
lia, but  also shows an  adclitional 1-I\+' band. One 
autapomorl)hy of tihe genitalia in  S. It,a,los, the  
pronoucecl and  basally locatecl apotleme for anchor- 
age of the brush organs, is more like the structures 
seen in larger-sized Slryrr~or~ species of the "ziba," 
and "oreala" groups (Johnson el al. 1990: figs. 14- 
19). Also dist,inct;ive in S. lra,los is the market1 
reduction of sclerotal innovation a t  the cervix bur- 
sae. This condition contrasts with tihe marked 
sclerotal elements a t  this location in the 2 other 
new species described herein and  parallels a trai t  
noted a s  common to all species of a high Andean 
and austral  lineage of worlclwide Stbrrbor~sens. lat.  
- tIeoda Johnson, Miller, and I-lerrera 1992 (for 
various species treatments and genitalic figures 
see Johnson et al. 1992a, 199213; Johnson ant1 
Miller 1992; Benyamini and  Johnson 1996). S 
ha.los, however, shares with all the new species of 
the "crossoea" group described above, the horizon- 
tal orientation of the cluctal loop. T h e  allpearance 
of various morphological parallelisms in t,hese new 
species of Str,y~rt,ot~ from Iionclbnia emph asizcs the 
importance of ascertaining more about their geo- 
graphic tlistdributions. To date, most morphologi- 
cally innovative autapomorphies reported in Str~y- 
Irron taxa have been from species with very remote 
or  localizetl distributions. Types. The  location of 
tihe type of 7hyreu.s tlbi11.s Geyer is unknown (Rriclg- 
es 1988). Because of this, the species has  been 
confusecl with Polyommntus ba,zoclrii Godar l  
(Draudt 1919, Bridges 1988). Johnson (1991) locat- 
ed and illust,rated t,he type of P. ba,zoclz,ii. Stryrrror~ 
ba,zocl.ii occurs in RondBnia a s  noted in a subse- 
quent entry. The  neecl for cliagnostic distinction 
above between S. l~a,los and  T, t l h s  reinforces tihe 
view tha t  T. th.ius a n d  P, bazoclbii are  distinct 
species, a s  cloes the appearance of the apparent  
sister species being described from Colombia. Spec- 
imens of T. tltrius matching its original clescription 
(which we also examined from an  original edition, 
see above uncler S. nt,egarus) and stucliecl by the 
Diagnosis. Wings. Small in size (holot,ype male 
FW length = 1 1.2 mm, paratypes male = 10.0, 1 1.1, 
11.1 mm; female = 1 1.2 mm from Ronclbnia, 12.5 
mm from Bolivia) with distinctive short  tail (ap- 
pearing "fuzzy" on unworn individuals because of 
elongation of adjacent fringe scales), dorsum near- 
ly concolorous brown, antl, like no other congener, 
the WI\V is covered wit;h numerous lunulat,e marks 
(pale brown orbs encircled by black then white), 
white blotches, and  arcs of white chevrons such 
tha t  hardly any underlying ground color is visible. 
Pat tern is most suggestive of S. Ircl.los, bu t  S, l~a,los 
is paler and grayer and has  longer tails. Morphol- 
ogy. Male gehitalia with moderately slender cap- 
sule especially cephalad, vinculum distinctly an-  
gled in vent,ral view, saccus narrow, and  valvae 
with no sharp division between bilobes a n d  caudal 
extensions. Female genitalia with weak, compact, 
horizontal loop adjacent to cervix bursae, t,erminal 
lamellae poin ted. 
Description. Male. FW relatively short,  broad, 
termen very slightly convex; FW with indistinct 
black brancl (1.5 mm); dorsal ground color dark 
gray-brown; I-IW with vividcvhite fringe with black 
a t  vein tips, black macules marginatl in cells CuA, 
ancl CuA,, ant1 cvhitie marginal line from M, to 
tornus; I-1W with short tiail a t  terminus of vein 
CuA,, appearing broad on fresh specimens due to 
adjacent elongate, dark fringe scales. VFW gray- 
brown from base to meclian area,  postmedian band 
(costa to cell CuA,), narrow, white distad, blackish 
basacl (vague orange basad of black), gray-brown 
crescents outlined wit;h white along the  submargin 
and gray-brown surrounded by vivicl white along 
the margins; anal margin pale gray. W W  is be- 
speckled with orbs and  white marks so a s  t , ~  nearly 
obscure any ground color; patt,ern with all  orbs 
described below basically gray-brown, surrounded 
by prominent halos of first black and tihen white, 
basal a rea  with 2 orbs; postbasal a rea  with 4 or  5 
orbs, apex of discal cell with 2 orbs followed by 
whitish ground antl postmetlian band of prominent 
disjunctive orbs; median area  immediately adja- 
cent postmedian bantl with white chevrons atlja- 
cent, to brown orbs along the submargin; limbal 
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area  breaking the submarginal orb pat tern only 
with a chevron-shapeclblack, capped withvery pale 
orange "thecla-spot" marginal in cell CuA,, tornus 
with minute black macule with very pale orange 
basacl. Female. Similar to male; no brand; wings 
broader and  more rounded. Male Genitalia. Genital 
capsule relatively slender especially cephalad; sac- 
cus asymmetrical, narrow, becoming gradually 
broader t,o narrow cephalacl endofvinculum; vincu- 
lum prominently angled especially in ventra1vie.v~; 
valvae very slender, bilobes narrowly ellipitical, 
gradually narrowing to very thin ancl pointed cau- 
(la1 extensions, no  clear separation of caudal exten- 
sions from bilobes; aedeagus relatively thin ( 1 . 4 ~  
genital capsule length), slightly curved caudatl, 
caecum 25% of aedeagus length. Female Genilalia. 
Ductus bursae with horizontal loop, this compact 
and  nearly of sigmoidal configuration, loop rela- 
tively close to cervix bursae; lamella broad, caudal 
end  prominently divided and  pointed, papillae 
anales typical of genus, apophysis extending to 
cervix bursae. 
Types. Holotype male, Brazil, RondBnia, Lin- 
h a  C-10, 5 km S of Cacaulsndia, 23 Sept: 1993. leg. 
0. Gomes (GTA #6016). Depositeel a t  UFI'C. 
Paratype males, same location a s  holotype, 14 July 
1995 (GTA #8002); 20 Ju ly  1994 (GTA #6213); 24 
Sept. 1994 (GTA #5556); paratype female, same 
location a s  holotvr~e, 15 Julv 1994 (GTA #6214). 
Additional mater i i l ,  female, ~ O L I V I A ,  IZio ~ a ~ u e -  
s ta  Uma near  Puente Villa, Prov. Sucl Yungas, 
Dept,. La Paz, 45001, 21 May 1989, leg. D. Matusik 
(AMNI-I, GTA #718 1). 
Remarks. The  overall habitus of this species is 
like tha t  of the somewhat smaller S. I~a~los ,  but  the 
size and extent of the ventral  macules on S COIL- 
sperg-us a re  immediately diagnostic. 
Etymology. From a Latin word meaning "be- 
speckled", referring to the  profusely orbed pat tern 
covering the entire VHW. 
males. Uncler surface with distinct, finely mottled, 
pattern compared to congeners, I-IW with mottled 
brown and/or yellow-white markings variously co- 
alescing into median ancVor postmedian bands or 
occasional txansverse bars ancl usually a distinct 
pale ray across mid wing. 
Remarks. Characters a n d  Affinities. The  most 
recent t reatment  of this species in South America 
was by Johnson et a1. (1 990) including examination 
of the type specimen. These aut,hors placed this 
species in the "crossoea," group. Dissection of males 
ant1 females of the "S bazochii" series from RonclBnia 
inclicated 2 phenot,ypes were present. One showed 
no significant variation from the genitalia illustrat- 
ed by Johnson et al.  (1990: fig. 24). The  second, 
tlescribed below, differed in genit,al characters of 
both sexes; these were reinforced by subtle differ- 
ences on the wings. S. ba,zochii is generally a 
xerophile. Type. Johnson (1991; see also Johnson et 
a,l. 1990) ident,ifiecl the holotype male of this spe- 
cies. 
Distribution in study area. The short  series 
of 3 males and  1 female a re  all from Linha C- 10, 5 
km S of Cacaulsndia taken in January ,  April, May, 
and  July,  in 1993 and 1994 (GTA #4992-4994, 
6018). 
Strymon diagonalis, new species 
Figs. 35, 36, 50, 67 
Diagnosis. Wings. Virtually identical to sym- 
patric S. ba,zochii; relatively small in size; (male 
FW length = 9.6, 11 3, 11.8, 11.8 mm, female FW 
length = 10.3 mm); FW termen short#er and  this 
wing less broad; dorsal ground slightly paler, more 
brown than black; blue of HW not quite extending 
fully to margin, especially on male; VHW variable 
and mottled with pale and  dark areas, distinct pale 
diagonal a rea  from base of costa to mid termen, and  
distinct mid costal orbicular macule; VFW postme- 
dian dark macules somewhat less distinctly offset 
Strymon bazoch.ii (Godart) distad a t  M, than  on S. buzoclrii. ~ o r p h o l o g ~ .  
Figs. 33, 34 Compared to S. ba,zoclrii, male genital capsule 
notably more slender a s  a r e  valvae (in both ventral 
Thecla bazochii Godart [1824]. Johr~sor~ et al. (1990) and lateral views), falces, and  saccus; vinculum 
discussed the holotype of this species. laterally tapered without prominent angle of S. 
Diagnosis. Wings. Small in size (FW lengt,h = 
9.0-13.5 mm), tailless and  with marked sexual 
dimorphism. Wing dorsum dark brown variously 
strewn with silvery blue on FW, generally suffused 
silvery blue over median to submarginal areas of 
HW; male FW with black (1 mm) circular brancl, 
both wings of female with much more blue than  
bcr,zochii a t  cephalatl end of brush organ attach- 
ment. Female genitalia with ductus bursae show- 
ing vertical loop configuration (S. ha,zocl~ii with 
sigmoidal ductus bursae) and  much longer lamellae 
than  on S. bcr,zoclrii. 
Description. Male. Of small size (9.5- 12 mm); 
FW broad a t  termen which curves slightly before 
apex; HW termen convex, obviously produced in 
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middle, no tails; dorsal ground dark brown; FW 
uniform with distinct black brand a t  distal end  of 
discal cell; HW with purple-blue from M, to 2A 
including all or posterior 112 of discal cell, encling 
short of margin which has  distinct clark macules, 
largest in CuA,; FW fringe of ground color becom- 
ing whitish towards tornus; KW fringe white. Ven- 
t ral  ground color gray-brown; FW with postmedian 
series of blackish macules, offset slightly distacl a t  
M,, outlined distad by white line and  then gray 
band anterior to M,, cliffuse submarginal white 
band from costa to CuA,, outer margin clark brown, 
anal  margin pale gray; W W  mottled with shades of 
brown and  gray, large orbicular macule a t  mid 
costa, usually distinct pale diagonal a rea  from near  
base of costa to termen, dark  smudges a t  wing base 
and apically, postmedian line obvious posteriorly, 
composed of series of gray-brown lunules outlined 
distally by white, "thecla-spot" a small black dot. 
Female. Similar to male; no brand; broader and 
more rounded wings; blue of EIW less extensive. 
Male Genitalia. Genital capsule very slender for 
genus; valvae slender with long, very thin, and  
sharply pointed caudal extensions; falces thin; sac- 
cus narrow, asymmetrical; vinculum tapered later- 
ally, weakly angled; aedeagus thin,  nearly straight.  
Female Genitalia. Ductus bursae with broad verti- 
cal loop configuration near  the cervix bursae, pos- 
terior ductus s traight ,  narrow throughout, termi- 
nat ing in long, broadly ovate lamellae; corpus bur- 
sae globular with signa of typical Stryrrl,o~~ configu- 
rat,ion, but much larger t han  usual,  papillae anales 
long and slender, apophysis long, extending well 
cephalad of cervix bursae. 
Types. Holotype male, Brazil, IZonclbnia, Lin- 
h a  C- 10, 5 km S of Cacaulihdia, 5 July 1994, leg. 0. 
Gomes (GTA#4990). Depositecl a t  UFPC. Paratypes, 
same location a s  holotype, 1 male, 12 July 1994 
(GTA#4963); 1 male, 13 July 1994 (GTA#4991); 1 
female, 16 J u n e  1994 (GTA#5255); 1 male, Brazil: 
Rondbnia; Linha C-20, 7 km E of B-65, Fazencla 
Rancho Grande, 18 Nov. 1995 (GTA #7184). 
Remarks. Characters and  Affinities. This spe- 
cies is so similar to its sympatric congener S. 
ba,zocl~ii a t  the Rond6nia study site t ha t  i t  was 
originally included in the series of that  species. 
Slight variation in wing shape a n d  color prompted 
dissection of the series; this indicated 2 genitalic 
phenotyl~es corroborating the variation seen in the 
wings. One of these phenotypes matched that  shown 
for S.  bazochii illustratetl by Johnson et al. (1990) 
and  this species appears to be widespread north- 
ward to Mexico. The  second has  not been seen from 
elsewhere and  is different yet from a third similar 
species (undescribed) from the Yucatan region of 
Mexico and northern Guatemala. Our  observation 
of apparent diversity within "ba,zoclt.ii-like" Stry- 
moll. t a sa  comes simultaneously wit,h a recent com- 
munication t,o us from Dr. Matthew Cock concern- 
ing discovery of a clistirlctive sister species of S. 
Duzochii in Trinidad. As with other groups of Slry- 
1rro11, already mentioned, the S. bbmocl~ii assem- 
blage appears to be another harbinger ofsignificant 
sibling species diversity. The eventual elaboration 
of biological clistinctions among species of t,hese 
groups of Stryrrrol~ will be extremely important to 
our unclerstanding of speciation in the genus wit,h- 
in the Neotropical 1Zealm ant1 niche segregat,ion 
among Stry~rror~ species a t  the local level. 
Etymology. The name refers to the  pale a rea  
from the costa to the termen of the VHW. 
Discussion of "crossoea" Group 
The "crossoea," group is recognized by it,s pre- 
dominently brown to gray-brown tlorsum and mot- 
tled VIlW pattern of brown, gray, ancl white. 
Johnson et al. (1000) identified 8 species of the 
"crossoecri' group from Argentina and  aclditional 
previously described species, S. cestri and  S. tlrirl,s 
ment,ionecl above, appear to belong here. Thirteen 
species of this group occur in the central 1Zondbnia 
fauna,  of which 9 are  new species. The  number of 
similar sympatric species requires a more thorough 
discussion than  usual. 
As noted above, most species a r e  very similar in 
their superficial and  genital characters, but  close 
study reveals unique combinations of characters 
which reatlily separate them. These appear  a s  
various sublineages a s  suggested by Johnson el a,l. 
(1090). Because of these obvious character states, 
we propose 4 t,entative subgroups among the  
Ronclbnia fauna  a s  discussed below. In addition, a 
key is provicled to all the Rondbnia species of 
S ' t r y m o ~ ~  a t  t,he end of the general tliscussion. 
The "crossoec~~" subgroup is characterized by 
well-marked sexual dirtiorphism in wing shape 
(male with truncated FW apex, female with more 
rouncled FW apex), the large macules on the  VHW, 
and the hindwing has  very short or no tails. This  
group includes S. crossoea,, S. crrambusn, and  S. 
.gerrrrcr.lLu in Rondbnia, plus S. cestri of Mexico and 
Central America. The  species from Rondbnia a re  
readily separated by wing pattern. 
The "rnu.lucl~.d subgroup h a s  no striking sexual 
dimorphism in wing shape, the W W  pattern con- 
sists of a thin,  black and white, and  untlulate 
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postmedian line, usually has  considerable white 
ventral overscaling, and has  a white mark a t  the 
distal end of the discal cell on the VFW. Included 
are S. r~ovasigrcu,rrc, S, clauu,s, S .  irrt,plexu,s, S. ill- 
rnirurri, and S.  irccar~us in RondGnia and a t  least S. 
rr~uluclta known from elsewhere. This is a group of 
very similar taxa, best distinguished by a combina- 
tion of superficial and morphological characters 
seen in a series of individuals. The apparent ab- 
sence of the widely distributed S. rrt,ulr~clra in the 
Cacaulgndia area is surprising, as  it has been 
identified in samples from both north and south of 
this region. 
The "fa,u,rcalia" subgroup also has no striking 
sexual dimorphism in wing shape, the VI3W pat- 
tern consists of distinctly orbicular macules, and 
the HW has  relatively short tails. Species of this 
subgroup in Rond6nia a re  S. faur~alia, S.  Imlos, and 
S. corLspergu,s, all relatively easily tlistinguished by 
wing pattern. 
The "ba:xoclrii" subgroup is characterized by a 
relatively prominent sexual climorphism in wing 
shape (females with considerably more rounded 
forewings than males), a VI-IW pattern usually 
dominated by a finely mottled pattern and a pale 
ray from the base of the costa to the mid termen, 
relatively intense blue on the DE-IW, and no tail. 
Two very similar species, S. bazochii and S diago- 
r~a~lis, occur in Rond6nia, these may usually be 
separated by wing pattern as noted in our key. 
"eurytulus" group 
Strymon bubastus (Stoll) 
Fig. 37 
Papilio bubastus Stoll [1780]. Types oftliis nalnc have not 
been located (Joh~ison et al. 1990) 
Diagnosis. Wings. Small to medium in size 
(FW length = 8.5-14.0 mm), brown on dorsum and 
venter (DHW hued blue distad in some xeric sam- 
ples), HW outer margin rounded and tailless; oth- 
erwise readily recognized by prominent postmecli- 
an band of large and disjunct blackish brown orbs 
paralleled in  the postbasal area by 2 similar large 
orbs. In addition, the DHW shows a prominent 
blackish brown orb marginad in cell CuA,. 
Remarks. Characters and Affinities. Along 
with S. 'bazocltii, S.  bubastus is a familiar and 
widespread Stryrrlor~ species needing little adcli- 
tional elaboration here. This species, with the most 
northerly distribution of "eurytulu3sn group mem- 
bers, was most recently treated by Johnson et al. 
(1990). Stryrrcoi~ bubastus appears to be predomi- 
nently a xerophile and this may explain its appar- 
ent rarity in the 1ZondGnian study area. The female 
from RondGnia matches in all respects the Johnson 
et a,l. (1990) concept of the species. Type. The type 
of this species is yet to be located or elaboratecl 
(Bridges 1988, Johnson et al. 1990). 
Distribution in study area. A single female 
from Fazenda Rancho Grande was taken on 2 
November 1989 (GT:? #5986). 
Discussion 
Characters. The new taxa described here, 
although recognizable (especially in series) by wing 
pattern characters, are typical of Stryrnorc species 
elsewhere in showing various autapomorphic gen- 
italic characters as  corroborative evidence of their 
specificity. As noted in recent studies of Stryrrcor~ 
(Johnson et a,l. 1990, 1992a, 1992b; Johnson and 
Salazar E. 1993; Johnson and Icroenlein 1993), the 
basic morphological ground plan of the genus is so 
simple that  structural dif'ferentation appears to 
occur only in innovat,ions of the male valval and 
penial apparatus or the female ductus bursae and 
cervix bursae. Three of the new species described 
herein show autapomorphies in the region of the 
female cervix bursae, 2 with a sclerotized structure 
not resembling anything noted heretofore for the 
genus. Numerous species of Stryrrron exhibiting 
extremely odd structural innovations also appear 
to have very localizecl geographic distributions (e.g., 
S. a,r~ort.erbsis Smith, Johnson, J. Y. Miller, and 
McIcenzie [Mona Island, E'uerto Ricoj; S. rhc~ptos 
Johnson, Eisele, and MacPherson, S. golbaclci 
Johnson, Eisele, and MacPherson [both shrub- 
steppe, austral South American]; S. peristictos 
<Johnson, Eisele, and MacPherson [coastal dunes, 
northern Chile], ant1 S. barba,ra Johnson, Eisele, 
and MacPherson [to (late one quebrada in remnant 
subtropical forest, Salta, Argentina]). I t  will there- 
fore be of interest to further elaborate the geo- 
graphic distributions of the new species from 
IZond6nia. It is possible that  they occur in other 
Neotropical samples, but simply have not been 
recognized, a matter complicated by the aforemen- 
tioned historical confusion surrounding identifica- 
tion of S. crossoea and S. rr~r~luclca. 
Research in the present study reemphasizes 
the importance of morphological characters in iden- 
tifying Stryrriorc species. As noted in our treatment, 
of the "ziba" group, previous views of very general- 
ized wing patterns proved inadequate for accurate- 
ly identifying members of species groups which 
show either a spiral ;r deflexed ductus bursae in 
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females. Components of both ductus and  corpus 
bursae differ dramatically between certain species 
groups, and  far  more precise definitions of the 
ventral wing pat tern (particularly in the post,basal 
markings) have proved necessary to give accurate 
external clues to the species. Such discoveries os- 
tentatiously affectviews of species diversity among 
Stryn1,or~. 
Diversity. Stryrrror~ is unusual among Neotro- 
pica1 Eumaeini in having a Nearctic type species 
(Strymor~ rrlelir~us I-Iiibner). The  fact t ha t  this spe- 
cies has  a spiral ductus bursae in the  females raises 
some question regarding the monophyly of "Stry-  
111,or~" in Latin America. I-Iigh Anclean and austral  
lineages of the Strymonia (Heoda Johnson, Miller 
and  Herrera;  Eiseliar~a Ajmat tle Toledo) have 
already been noted a s  autochthonous South Amer- 
ican entities (see, most recently, Renjamini and 
Johnson 1996). Certainly members of the "zibd' 
group, lacking the  ductal spiral of other St,ryrrror~ 
and exhibiting a hooded corpus bursae, must  also 
be considered a s  possibly another distinctive Neo- 
tropical entity within the larger worlclwicle Stry-  
monina infratxibe. 
Concerningdiversity in Latin America, we have 
discussed previously taxonomic concepts in rela- 
tion to local species diversities and  the recognition 
of numerous superficially similar sympatric spe- 
cies readily separated by morphological a n d  subtle 
but  consistent external characters (Austin and  
cJohnson 1995, 1996). The  well-studied central 
IZondbnia study area  h a s  the highest species rich- 
ness of butterflies known, andmany genera stutlied 
in detail have been founcl to contain undescribed 
species (Austin 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996; Austin and  
Mielke 1993; Austin and  Johnson 1995, 1996; Aus- 
tin ancl Steinhauser, 1996). Fortunately for the 
present stucly, Stryrrror~ is one of the  many eu- 
maeine genera that,  in a t  least most species, shows 
clusters of moclified pheromonal scales (%randsn) 
on the FW of males. As we have noted previously 
(Austin and  Johnson 1993 ,  distinctive differences 
in size, shape, ancllor placement of such brands are  
often both a reliable first clue, and  eventual inde- 
pendent data set, regarding recognition of other- 
wise externally similar sister species. The  same has  
proven true concerning different pat terns of sexual 
dimorphism in Stryrr1,or~ species, a character not 
greatly used in the  past.  
As noted above and in Remarks concerning 
various Stryrrror~ species groups, our  studies of the 
samples from IZondbnia have indicated tha t  fa r  
more precise views of characters a re  required in 
order to accurately address diversity. For instance, 
if we had  abided by traditional and  misleading 
views of the "basilides" group (generally referring 
only to dorsally gray-brown individuals with vari- 
ous ventral markings on the hinclwing), we would 
not have clifferentiated those species with o r  with- 
out  spiral ductus bursae in theirfemales. Similarly, 
the fine-grained taxonomic approach required by 
these cliscoveries, particularly among the  series 
available from t,he study area, allowed identifica- 
tion of numerous additional species in the "cros- 
soea," group (and "muluchd' subgroup) a s  well. The 
challenge now is to study these taxa biologically 
ancl discern what  biological andlor ecological pa- 
rameters may further  distinguish them in the field. 
For instance, in studies of Strymonina in Chile 
(Renyamini 1995), 2 entities described solely from 
unique morphologies and  male scent brands were 
shown also to have clistinctive life histories and  
field behaviors compared to their superficially sim- 
ilar congeners. 
Comparison of taxa numbers among various 
regional faunal studies lacks real usefulness unless 
correlated with some biogeographic, ecological, or 
conservation-related baseline. Disparity in meth- 
ocls and geographic definitions among faunal  stud- 
ies of Neotropical butterflies, particularly of poorly 
known groups like Eumaeini, makes such compar- 
isons even more problemmatic (Ackery 1984). I-Iow- 
ever, because Stryrrlor~ is a well-known genus and 
often collectecland identified by field workers, some 
~ o m m e n t ~ a r y  concerning Strynior~ species numbers 
and general ecology a t  CacaulAndia appears  war-  
ranted here. 
Twenty-two species of Stryrrior~ have been doc- 
umen tecl in the sample from CacaulAndia. The  14 
new species a r e  a s  yet unknown or  poorly known 
elsewhere and  the overall number of Stryrr~or~ spe- 
cies near  Cacaulindia is greater than reported 
from variously studied Neotropical regions. Com- 
paratively large numbers of Strymor~ species have 
been notetl from areas of Colombia and  Argentina. 
For instance, Johnson et al. (1990) documented 25 
species in northwestern Argentina (La RiojaICor- 
cloba provinces northwestward), 13 of which ap- 
peared regionally endemic. The most diverse local 
faunas, however, included only 10 to 12 species. 
The species richness and  endemism a t  Cacaul2ndia 
appear outstanding, since the area studied is a 
rather  uniform (but variously disturbed) lowland 
tropical rainforest. The  richness parallels the  over- 
all species richness of t,he butterfly fauna  there 
(Austin et al., ms) and may reflect the intensity of 
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sampling a t  t ha t  site. In contrast, samples from 
other regional studies of Strynt,or~ inclucled speci- 
mens from more diverse and contrasting biomes. 
Other  regions also seem to have a comparative- 
ly smaller Str.yrrrorc fauna  than the Rondbnia site. 
Twelve species occur in the Tikal National Park 
region, Petkn, Guatemala (Austin eta.1. 1996). Elev- 
en Stryrr1,orc species have been recorded in Jalisco, 
Mexico, but  the maximum known from one site is 7 
(Vargas et al. 1996). Eight, species were found a t  
each of the following: Pocus de Caldas, Minas 
(>erais, Brazil (Ebert 1969), Sierra de Tust la ,  Ver- 
acruz, Mexico (Ross 1976), and  Guerrero, Mexico 
(liargas et al. 1991). Other  studies encountered 
fewer species: G species on the Central Brazilian 
I1lateau (Brown ancl Mielke 1967, 19G8), 4 species 
in Oasaca, Mexico (Luis et 0.1. 1991), 3 species a t  
Esplorer's Inn Reserve, Tambopata, Peru (Lamas 
1994) and  a t  Pakitze, Parque Nacional del Manu,  
Peru (Lamas et al. 1991, Robbins et a1. 1996), and 2 
species a t  Boca del Chajul, Chiapas, Mexico (de la  
Maza and de la  Maza 1985). Whet,her this disparity 
in Stryrrtor~ species richness is real or a function of 
sampling intensity andlor the result of lumping a 
suite of very similar species needs to be document- 
ed. 
The Argentine study, a s  well a s  those recently 
clocumenting or describing ,';'tr.yrrtort, species from 
Colombia (Johnson ancl Salazar E. 1993, Johnson 
and Icroenlein, in press, LeCrom and Johnson 
1997), includedsignlElcant montane andxeric, along 
with tropical forest components. Also, in the Argen- 
tine study, the greatest richness of Stryrrlor~species 
was noted either in ecotones or in  hillt to^" samples. 
Physiography of the  Iton(16nia stucly area is uni- 
formly lowland and,  although there has  been con- 
siderable disturbance of the  primary Sorest habitat 
in the last 20 years, typical "\veedy" butterfly spe- 
cies (e.g., Da,r~a,u.s [Nyrnphalidae: Danainae], Ar~ar-  
tia [Nymphalidae: Nymphalinae], IIyleplt.ilaph.yl- 
en.s [Hesljeriidae: Pyrginae], and  Stryrnorc bu,bas- 
tu,s and  S. ba,zoclt,ii of the present study) (lo not 
appear well-established. Thus,  we might conclude 
tha t  regional diversity in  Strymorc may or may not, 
correlate directly with habit,at diversity and possi- 
bly long-term disturbance. This contrasts with some 
other groups of Eumaeini (like the "strephorL" group 
of Draudt 1919) which are  well known among field 
workers for their great  variety within primary 
rainforest; habitats. Mention of t,he brilliantly col- 
ored "streplt,ori' group is also relevant here  for 
another comparison. All of the Stryrrrort, of Ca- 
cnul$ndia, except S. nregarus (and to some extent; 
S. baxoch l:i and  S.  dicrgor~alis), are  basically brown, 
gray, ancl white in color; this is in contrast to the 
many brightly-coloretl Stryrrlorc species known from 
throughout the  New World tropics and  certainly 
well-represented among the Argentine and Colom- 
bian studies mentioned above. This observat,ion 
appears worthy of field and  biological study and  
may relat,e to the 'sirata" within the  rainforest 
occupied by these Stryrrlor~ species. 
Key to the known Strymon of central 
RondGnia, Brazil 
The following key will allow the determinat,ion 
of most Strynror~ species, especially females (males 
a re  often most easily identified by comparing their 
ventral pat tern with tha t  of determined females) 
known from the  Cacaulgndia area ancl should be 
used in conjunction with the  text and  figures here- 
in. 
1. VI-IW pa t te rn  with prominent red in  post meclian 
bands  often expandecl into orbs ...................... 2 
-VI-IW pa t te rn  without prominent  red in  postmedian 
bands  ................................................................... 9 
2. Ductus bursae  without  prominent  hood a t  cervix 
................................................................ bursae  3 
-I)uct,us bursae  with prominent hood a t  cervix bursae  
"ziba" group, 4 ....................................................... 
3. Male with dorsal blue, loop of female duc tus  bursae  
................................. (listant from cervix bursae 
.................................... "orcula" group, r r ~ c ? g u r ~ ~ s  
-Male unknown,  loop of female ductus bursae  adjacent  
.................................................... to cervix bursae 
............................. " ~ ~ a l e r ~ t i r ~ u "  group, r o f u r ~ d u r r ~  
4. D u c t i ~ s  bursae prominently twisted (nearly 90") ... 5 
-Ductus bursae  slightly twisted (much < 90") .......... 7 
5. C o r p u s  b u r s a e  w i t h  d o r s a l  s p i n a t e  s t r u c t u r e  
............................................................... s p i r ~ a t u s  
-Corpus bursae wit.hout dorsal spinate  s t ructure .... 6 
6. Ventral  color dark,  VHW with submarg ina l  white 
chevrons distinctly contrast ing,  pos tmedian  
macules bold a n d  tfistinctly orbicular, hood a t  
cervix bursae  robust .................................... z i b u  
-Ventral color paler ,  VHW with submarg ina l  white  
chevrons weakly contrasting, postmedian mac- 
ules less bold and  more quadra te  t h a n  orbicu- 
lar ,  hood a t  cervix bursae less robust  ... t l ~ u l i a  
7. Venter  pallid, ductus Ijursae weakly deflexed, hood a t  
cervix bursae elongate a n d  thin ...... p ullidiclus 
-Venter darker  a n d  more richly colored, duc tus  bursae  
strongly deflexetl, hood a t  cervix bursae  not  
elongate, b u t  robust  ......................................... 8 
8. Venter  very richly colored, postmedian macules on 
both wings usually very broad, hood at cervix 
bursae not  clo:ne-shaped .............. l a t a r t ~ a c c ~ l r ~ s  
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-Venter less richly colorecl, postmeclian macules usual-  
ly narrower, hoocl a t  cervix bursae tlome-shapeel 
..................................................................... t l ~ o l l ~ s  
9. Ventral pat tern of descrete elark clots tiefining post,- 
median band ........ "~i~r.ytr1.11~~" group, ~ ~ L O C I S ~ I L S  
-Ventral pa t te rn  of dark  l ines  or relatively vagtre orbs 
defining postmeclian bands  ............................. 
"crossoca" group, 10 ........................................... 
............. 10. 111-IW with intense blue .................... . 11 
-1)HW without  intense blue ................................. 12 
11. Dorsal grountl color brownish, wings relatively n a r -  
row, male geni tal  capsule s lender ,  female duc- 
t ~ ~ s  bursae  vertically looped, larnellac robust  
............................................................. cLiu,gor~ulis 
-Dorsal ground color blacliish, wings broader, male 
gen i ta l  capsule  more robust ,  female duc tus  
bursae sigmoidal, lalnellae snlaller .. ~ ( L Z O C I L ~ ~  
12. VI-IW with orbicular macules ........................... 13 
........... -VHW with l inear  macules .................... .. 15 
............................... 13. VI-IW macules large corwpergtcs 
............................................... -VHW nlacules small  lit 
14. VI-IW lnacules distinct.ly outlined in white anci black, 
costal macule in  postbasal  bane1 usually very 
prominent, male geni tal ia  with distinct apo- 
............ deme a t  b rush  organ  a t tachment  l~u, los  
-VMW macules less distinctly out l ined,  costal macule 
of postbasal bancl not  prominent ,  male geni ta-  
l i a  without  a p o d e n ~ e  a t  b rush  organ a t tach-  
.................................................... ment. fc lut~nl ia  
15. FW termen distinctly angled or  procluced apically, 
................ no white mark  in VFW tliscal cell 16 
-FW t e r n ~ e n  s t ra igh t  or evenly curved apically, white 
mark  in VFW cliscal cel ............................... 18 
16. VI-IW nlacules very broacl, VHW with ~ l i s t inc t  pale 
.............................. a r e a  a t  mid costa c ra r t~b l t su  
-VHW macules less broad, VMW witllout distillct pale 
......................................... a r e a a t  mid costa 17 
..................................... 17. FW apex produced crossoc?a 
........................................ -FW apex angled gc?rtt~u,r~u, 
............... 18. Generally larger  in  size (FW > 1 2  mm) 19 
................ -Qenerally smaller  in  size (FW < 1 2  mm) 21 
19. Female corpus bursae  with dorsal sp ina te  stxucture, 
clorsum dark ,  ven te r  pale ,  VFW postmedian 
..... band slightly offset ....................... .. clavrcs 
-Female corpus bursae without  dorsal sp ina te  s t ruc-  
ture ,  dorsum and  venter  pale o r  elark; VFW 
........... postmedian band prominent,ly offset 20 
20. Dorsum ancl venter  dark,  white  of VHW median a r e a  
distinct a n d  usually with dark  dot in  discal cell, 
FW apex pointed, female with s igna "balloon- 
............ ing" corpus bursae  caudacl r~ooasigt~icrt~, 
-Dorsum ancl venter  pale ,  white  of VHW median a r e a  
diffuse and  without  d a r k  dot i n  discal cell. FW 
apex more rounded, female with s igna not  "bal- 
looning" corpus bursae  ....................... irrrplexrts 
21. Dorsum ant1 venter  dark,  white  of VI-IW median a r e a  
distinct, FW apex point,ed, loop of duc tus  bur-  
sae  d i s tan t  from cervix bursae .......... i t ~ r t l , i r ~ ~ r t t .  
-[)orsum a n d  venter  pale ,  white of VHW median a r e a  
cliffuse, F W  apex more rounclecl, loop of ductus 
bursae adjacent  to cervix bursae ........ i t ~ c a r ~ r ~ s  
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